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ABSTRACT
Orthopaedic disorders involve abnormal mechanics that can sometimes be corrected by
surgery. Flatfoot deformity involves collapse of the medial arch of the foot, which can lead to
severe pain and difficulty in walking. Surgical corrections involve various alterations of the bones,
joints, and muscle attachments with the aim of relieving pain and improving foot mechanics.
Despite being a very common condition, flatfoot is one of least understood and most controversial
orthopaedic problems.
A methodology was developed for creating subject-specific computer models of anatomically
based foot mechanics and for utilizing them in simulations of different surgeries for flatfoot
correction. Magnetic resonance imaging of an asymptomatic flatfoot subject was used to construct
three dimensional geometries of individual bones for the model. Radiographs of the same subject
were obtained with the foot under different loading conditions. Finite element techniques were
used to model the contact and movements at the joints, reactions of ligaments, and hyperelastic
stress-deformation behavior of soft tissues beneath the foot. A novel optimization technique was
developed to automatically adjust certain soft tissue parameters of the finite element model such
that the postures of foot bones were reproduced when standing was simulated. This tracking was
accomplished by matching model bone positions to those measured in radiographs of the same
subject. Custom-written code was developed to automatically perform this matching by repeatedly
adjusting the finite element model, performing simulations, and interpreting results. Techniques
were developed to enable the simulations to run quickly while retaining stability and accuracy.
Using the resulting subject-specific model, several surgeries for flatfoot were then simulated,
including medializing calcaneal osteotomy and several medial column fusions. Changes in arch
height and plantar pressures were assessed.
The numerical optimization technique successfully reduced the differences between model
and experimental bone positions of our subject during standing. Through automatic adjustment of
unknown soft tissue properties of the model, differences between bone bounding edges were
reduced to an average magnitude of 1.4 mm per edge, whereas a nominal estimate of model
parameters gave average errors of 2.6 mm.

Validity of the model was also supported by

comparisons of plantar pressures predicted in the model to those measured experimentally from our
subject. Several different types of simulated surgical arthrodesis each increased arch height by
more than 3 mm and shifted plantar pressures more onto the lateral midfoot. Medializing calcaneal
osteotomy also shifted plantar pressures laterally, and it slightly increased arch height.
iii

The modeling framework developed in this research enables semi-automated creation and
testing of subject-specific biomechanical foot models. A collection of such models will allow the
merits of different surgeries to be systematically tested. Such testing is not possible with in vivo
studies because surgical variations cannot be performed on a patient. Systematic evaluation of
orthopaedic surgeries will lead to better preoperative planning that takes individual subject
characteristics into account.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Overview
Orthopaedic structural disorders involve abnormal mechanics that can sometimes be corrected
by surgery. Unfortunately, the mechanics that underlie some disorders and their corrections are
poorly understood because of the complexity of the musculoskeletal system. This can lead to
controversy among clinicians regarding what is the optimal surgery for a particular patient.
Computer modeling of mechanics is one approach for investigating these important clinical
problems. The focus of the present thesis is the development of a procedure for creating threedimensional, subject-specific computational models of the foot for analyzing the mechanics of
orthopaedic surgeries. The current clinical problem of interest is adult acquired flatfoot deformity.

1.2 Adult acquired flatfoot deformity
Adult acquired flatfoot deformity (AAFD), or flatfoot, is a structural disorder of the foot in
which the inner arch collapses. It is a prevalent problem in orthopaedic medicine, with about one
in every six persons over the age of 30 experiencing flatfoot according to one survey.1 Some
patients are asymptomatic, but AAFD is a progressive disorder that can become very painful and
lead to difficulty walking. In symptomatic flatfoot, over time the medial longitudinal arch of the
foot collapses, the heel becomes bent outward, the forefoot becomes rotated, and the patient
experiences gradual onset of pain along the medial aspect of the foot. The normal movements of
the hindfoot during walking are lost and the foot becomes more inefficient in acting as a rigid lever
during push off, until ultimately the foot acts like a ‗rocker bottom‘ during contact with the ground.
Pain can begin to occur on the lateral aspect of the foot as the bones of the lower leg and heel begin
to impinge on one another.
Unfortunately, despite its common occurrence in society, AAFD is one of least understood
and most controversial conditions of the foot with regards to its optimal treatment. Campbell‘s
Operative Orthopaedics states that ‗Probably nowhere in the care of the foot is the literature more
confusing, contradictory, and even anecdotal than in the nonoperative and operative treatment of

symptomatic flexible flatfoot‘.2 A 1997 survey of members of the American Orthopaedic Foot and
Ankle Society identified AAFD as the research area most requiring additional investigation.3
Treatments range from orthotics for early stage AAFD, to complete surgical fixation of the
joints for the later stage.

Treatment of the common middle-stage AAFD incites the most

controversy. A recent survey of more than one hundred academic foot and ankle surgeons revealed
that surgeons would treat a hypothetical case of flatfoot using one of several different bone-altering
surgical combinations; the combination recommended most frequently was only recommended by
38% of the surgeons.4 Furthermore, among the surgeons performing these bone-altering surgeries,
differences in soft tissue surgical treatment also existed.

This difference in opinion among

surgeons suggests that many patients are not receiving optimal treatment. Clinical studies have
reported good outcome for many patients, but concerns with respect to restoring the arch, balancing
the pressures on the sole of the foot, and eliminating pain remain. The mechanics which underlie
AAFD and its surgical corrections remain poorly understood.

1.3 Biomechanical assessments of orthopaedic surgery
It is possible that one surgical combination is optimal for the vast majority of patients, but it is
more likely that optimal treatment depends on flatfoot severity and certain characteristics of a
person‘s foot (or even characteristics of the entire lower extremity such as gait patterns).
Unfortunately it is not possible to systematically investigate the optimal treatment of AAFD in
living patients because different surgeries cannot be performed on the same patient. Consequently
there is no way of knowing how a patient might have fared with an alternative surgery using in vivo
studies.
Cadaver specimens provide a powerful means to investigate the biomechanics of the foot
because of the ability to control and measure many mechanical variables, but there are two
fundamental problems with using them to investigate optimal treatment for AAFD. Cadaver feet
are generally from donors with normal feet, not flat feet. Researchers must resort to artificially
creating a flatfoot by cutting ligaments and cyclically loading the foot. There is questionable
realism associated with this because people with flatfoot have attenuated, but functioning,
ligaments, and because there may be fundamental differences between flatfeet and normals in bone
shapes and postures. Additionally, performing multiple surgical combinations on a single cadaver
foot can be difficult or sometimes impossible.
Computer modeling of foot mechanics offers another means to study the mechanics of AAFD.
They have the inherent advantage of allowing many surgical combinations to be simulated on the
same foot model with relative ease. Virtually any mechanical variable can be controlled and
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‗measured‘ without sensor errors. Furthermore, they can be created from actual AAFD patients
using modern three-dimensional imaging and computational techniques such as optimization.
Several computer models of whole-foot mechanics involving three-dimensional bone shapes have
been proposed5,6, but soft tissue properties have not been assigned on a subject-specific basis.

1.4 Specific aims
In the present thesis, a methodology was developed for creating subject-specific computer
models of anatomically based foot mechanics. Specific aims of the research were as follows:
1. Develop modeling methodology. Magnetic resonance imaging of a subject was used to
construct anatomical geometries for the model. Finite element techniques were used to
simulate the contact and movements at the joints, reactions of ligaments, and hyperelastic
stress-deformation behavior of the plantar soft tissues. A novel optimization technique was
developed to automatically adjust certain soft tissue parameters of the finite element model
such that resulting motions of the bones were realistic when standing was simulated. This
realism was based on matching model motions to those measured in radiographs of the same
subject under multiple loading conditions.

Custom-written code was developed to

automatically perform this matching by repeatedly adjusting the finite element model,
performing simulations, and interpreting results. Following this optimization of the model
parameters, several surgeries for AAFD were simulated.
2. Evaluate feasibility of methods. Optimization techniques in conjunction with finite element
analysis require potentially high computational times. Several techniques were developed to
enable the simulations to run quickly while retaining stability.

The effects of these

techniques on results were investigated.
3. Demonstrate using a flatfoot subject.

The modeling process was demonstrated using

imaging data from a subject with asymptomatic flatfoot. Finite element models were created
with subject-specific geometries and soft tissue properties, and several surgeries for AAFD
were simulated.
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2. Literature Review

2.1 The normal foot arch and hindfoot
2.1.1

Function of the medial arch

The foot is a mechanically complex structure. It consists of 26 bones with about 30 joints
(Fig. 2-1), more than 70 ligaments connecting the bones (Fig. 2-2), 10 major tendons from extrinsic
muscles, 20 intrinsic muscles contained entirely within the foot, and other soft tissues including
joint capsules, retinacula, the plantar fascia, fat, and skin.7,8 Important structural functions served
by the foot include: (1) during weight bearing it acts as a compliant interface between the body and
the ground; and (2) during propulsion it serves as a nearly rigid lever arm for action of the powerful
Achilles tendon. These two functions are seemingly contradictory; at some times the foot must be
compliant enough to adapt to different terrains and to absorb high impact loads, but at other times it
must be rigid enough for efficient propulsion during walking and other activities. The structure of
the foot enables it to perform both functions. The medial longitudinal arch of the foot, spanning
between the heel and the toes, consists of multiple bones held together by ligaments and acted upon
by muscles. The arch is ‗partially collapsible‘,7 yet it can be reconstituted and made semi-rigid
through a complex maneuver involving repositioning of the hindfoot and muscle activity. (Note
that the anatomical terms in Fig. 2-1 will be used through the text. Several terms such as heel
inversion and eversion are defined in the next paragraph.)
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lateral view
superior
posterior
(proximal)

anterior
inferior
(plantar)

medial direction is out of
page; lateral is into page

hindfoot

midfoot &
medial arch

forefoot

medial view

sagittal plane: that of the
page
transverse plane: that of
the floor
frontal plane: orthogonal
to these

Fig. 2-1. Anatomical directions and bones of the left foot, adapted from Gray9: (1) talus, (2) calcaneus, (3)
cuboid, (4) phalanges, (5) first through fifth metatarsals, (6) third cuneiform, (7) second cuneiform, (8)
navicular, and (9) first cuneiform. The tibia and fibula bones of the lower leg (not shown) join with the talus
at the ankle joint. These anatomical terms and bone names will be used throughout the text.

Fig. 2-2. Ligaments and tendons of the right foot, medial view, from Netter.10
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During walking, when the heel first contacts the ground the hindfoot begins to evert (eversion
is the heel bending outward laterally).7 The axes of the talonavicular and calcaneocuboid joints
(Fig. 2-1) become nearly parallel, allowing more motion at the midfoot (Fig. 2-3a).11 The forefoot
abducts and the medial arch flattens. Arch-supporting soft tissues and the tibialis posterior muscle
are primary elements that resist and control these movements. Adaption to terrain and shock
absorption and is provided by motion of the bones and accompanying stretching of ligaments and
fascia, compression of plantar soft tissues, and contraction of muscles that oppose the motions.

tibia
lateral

medial

talus
calcaneus
(heel)
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2-3. View of the hindfoot from the rear, illustrating concept of heel posture controlling midfoot
mobility. (a) With the heel everted during early stance, the talonavicular and calcaneocuboid joint axes
(dotted lines) are parallel leading to midfoot mobility; (b) with the heel inverted after midstance, the axes are
divergent causing a more rigid midfoot. Adapted from Mann.11

After midstance, as heel-rise is approached, the hindfoot is actively inverted by the posterior
tibialis muscle (inversion is the heel bending inward medially). The insertion of the Achilles
tendon is shifted medially, and subsequent Achilles force reinforces hindfoot inversion. The
medial arch is reconstituted. The axes of the talonavicular and calcaneocuboid joints become
divergent, making the midfoot more rigid (Fig. 2-3b). During heel-rise and push-off when the
Achilles force must lift and propel the body, the foot then can act as a rigid lever between the
Achilles insertion and the toes.
2.1.2

Support of the medial arch

Support of the arch (meaning the medial longitudinal arch throughout the text) is due to the
interlocking shapes of the bones, passive soft tissues such as ligaments, and muscle forces. During
walking and other dynamic activities, muscle forces are significant and influence the foot‘s
posture.12,20,21 During quiet standing, the ligaments and plantar fascia which interconnect the bones
likely play the critical role in supporting the arch.13 (Because of the importance of ligaments to
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arch support, researchers must sever ligaments in cadavers without flatfoot to form an artificial
flatfoot cadaver model.)14
Researchers have demonstrated the loss in medial arch height upon sectioning certain
ligaments in cadaver specimens. Kitaoka et al.15 applied axial loading with no simulated muscle
forces to nineteen cadaver specimens. Kinematics were measured before and after sectioning
ligaments including the long plantar, short plantar, spring, medial talocalcaneal, talocalcaneal
interosseous, and tibionavicular portion of the deltoid ligament, as well as the plantar fascia. The
angle between the first metatarsal and talus was most affected by sectioning of the spring and
deltoid ligaments (an average of about 2° each). The angle of the calcaneus with respect to the
talus changed most when the talocalcaneal interosseous ligament was sectioned. In a previous
cadaver study by this same group, sectioning of the plantar fascia most affected arch height. 14
Other researchers have also demonstrated the importance of the plantar fascia to arch support.
Crary et al.16 tested 11 cadaver specimens subject to a 920 N axial load, and reported that strain
increased about 50% in the spring ligament and 94% in the long plantar ligament following plantar
fascia release. Sharkey et al.17 modeled two instants of late stance in cadavers with Achilles
tension and found average losses of 2 to 3 mm in arch height following plantar fascia release.
Deland et al.18 identified additional structures that may be important to arch support. In ten
cadaver specimens loaded with 445 N, the spring ligament, medial calcaneocuboid joint capsule,
and long plantar ligament were first sectioned to produce deformity at the talonavicular joint of less
than 6° (measured on lateral radiographs). Additional soft tissues were subsequently sectioned
including the plantar fascia, superficial anterior deltoid ligament, medial subtalar joint capsule, and
talocalcaneal interosseous ligament, which together produced an average talonavicular joint
deformity of 18°.
Quiet standing on flat terrain appears to involve only minor activity of extrinsic and intrinsic
foot muscles except for the gastrocnemius/soleus. Researchers have measured negligible electrical
activity within the muscle bellies using needle-inserted electrodes. In one study of 20 subjects,
electomyographic activity was measured from the tibialis posterior, peroneus longus, flexor
hallucis longus, abductor hallucis, and flexor digitorum brevis while subjects were seated with a
100 lb weight acting downward on the knee.13 This seated position was used to eliminate the
muscle activity used to maintain posture.

For different foot positions including neutral, 20°

inversion, and 20° eversion, only negligible activity was recorded for all the muscles. In a different
study of quiet standing in twelve subjects, activity was measured from six intrinsic muscles.19
Minimal activity was recorded, except for occasional short bursts which were presumed to be
related to postural adjustments.
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2.2 Adult Acquired Flatfoot Deformity
2.2.1

Etiology and Classification

Adult acquired flatfoot deformity (AAFD) is a progressive structural disorder of the foot
affecting mostly middle-aged and older adults. A 1997 survey of members of the American
Orthopaedic Foot and Ankle Society identified AAFD as the research area most requiring
additional investigation.3 The salient characteristic of the disorder is collapse of the medial arch.
Also present in most patients are hindfoot valgus and forefoot abduction (Fig. 2-4). Dysfunction of
the posterior tibial tendon is often considered the root cause, although some authors have suggested
that other conditions such as obesity and midfoot laxity can be the primary cause.7

forefoot
abduction
medial arch
collapse

posterior tibial
tendon
hindfoot
valgus

Fig. 2-4. Defining characteristics of adult acquired flatfoot deformity (AAFD).

Posterior tibial tendon dysfunction involves inflammation of the tendon‘s sheath, partial
tearing of the tendon, or complete rupture.22 The tibialis posterior muscle originates from the
posterior aspect of the tibia and fibula. Its tendon passes posterior to the medial malleolus and
attaches to multiple locations across the plantar aspect of the midfoot, especially the navicular bone
(Fig. 2-4, and labeled ‗tibialis posterior tendon‘ in the bottom part of Fig. 2-2). This muscle is a
strong inverter of the foot. Many believe that the cause of posterior tibial tendon dysfunction is
often poor blood supply to the tendon (alternative cause and effect relationships are described
below). Frey et al.23 examined the posterior tibial tendons from 28 cadaver specimens using an
ink-injection technique, and in all specimens a zone of hypovascularity was identified. This zone
was located posterior and distal to the medial malleolus, the common site of tearing and rupture
associated with posterior tibial tendon dysfunction. The tendon is repeatedly subject to high forces,
and the repair of any resulting microtears would be compromised by this poor blood supply.24
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Posterior tibial tendon dysfunction results in lack of hindfoot inversion and arch support
during walking, which can lead to repetitive overstressing of the ligaments and gradual collapse of
the structure of the foot.25

The severity of this condition progresses over time.

A popular

classification system by Johnson and Strom26 and Myerson27 splits this progression into four stages
(Fig. 2-5).26,27

Fig. 2-5. Stages of posterior tibial tendon dysfunction (and by extension, AAFD). Adapted from Pomeroy
et al.28 and Johnson and Strom.26

Alternative cause and effect relationships may lead to AAFD. For example, midfoot ligament
laxity or hindfoot valgus could lead to excessive stresses on the posterior tibial tendon, which could
lead to AAFD. Obesity or a preexisting tight Achilles tendon could cause excessive loading of the
ankle joint, the arch of the foot, and the arch-supporting tissues, ultimately leading to AAFD.7
Posterior tibial tendon dysfunction has been associated with other medical conditions. In a review
of 67 patients having rupture of the tendon, 60% had one or more of the following histories:
hypertension, obesity, diabetes mellitus, previous surgery or trauma about the medial aspect of the
foot, and steroid exposure.29
2.2.2

Characteristics of Stage II AAFD

The focus of the present research is Stage II AAFD. In this stage the foot is painful, yet it is
flexible enough that the hindfoot can be realigned to a normal orientation. Stage I is often treated
nonsurgically, and Stage III is usually treated with hindfoot joint fusions. Stage II AAFD is a
common condition usually treated by surgery, and the optimal treatment is much more
controversial than treatments for other stages of AAFD.

Characteristics of this disorder are

collapse of the medial arch, midfoot ligament laxity, hindfoot valgus and equinus, forefoot
abduction (Fig. 2-4), loss of inverting power, and pain.24
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Collapse of the medial arch involves a ‗booking open‘ of one or more of the joints of the arch:
the talonavicular, naviculocuneiform, and the first metatarsal-cuneiform joints.30

Lower arch

31

heights in AAFD patients have been measured radiographically. Arangio measured the height of
the most inferior point on the medial cuneiform. The mean height in their control group (n = 30)
was 18 mm, while in their flatfoot group (n = 24) it was only 11 mm (p < 0.001).
Midfoot ligament laxity is often present in patients with AAFD. The ligaments that support
the arch are presumably subject to high repetitive stresses and are often damaged. In a study of 31
AAFD patients and an age-matched control group, damage to ligaments was graded based on
magnetic resonance imaging of the foot.32 The following ligaments were found to be more
frequently damaged (with statistical significance): superomedial spring, inferomedial spring,
talocalcaneal interosseous, anterior superficial deltoid, plantar metatarsal, and plantar
naviculocuneiform ligaments. The spring ligament complex and the talocalcaneal interosseous
ligament were most damaged. In a different study of AAFD patients who were receiving a tendon
transfer, 18 of 22 patients had injury to the spring ligament.33 The injury consisted of either a
longitudinal tear, laxity without a gross tear, or a complete rupture. In an extensive study of 129
patients undergoing surgery, Myerson et al.34 noted from intraoperative observation that the
talonavicular joint capsule was frequently torn, in addition to the spring ligament.
Hindfoot valgus, hindfoot equinus, and forefoot abduction are other important structural
deformities in AAFD that are evident in both clinical examination (Fig. 2-4) and radiographs.
Hindfoot valgus is a detriment to normal foot biomechanics, because the insertion of the powerful
Achilles tendon can be shifted laterally which reduces its inverting capacity during walking.35 It is
evident during clinical examination while the patient is standing and performing a single-legged
heel rise. Hindfoot equinus refers to a plantarflexed posture of the ankle and the inability to
properly dorsiflex the ankle. This condition is often related to a tight Achilles tendon, and may be
evidenced by the lateral tibial-calcaneal angle on radiographs.36 Forefoot abduction results in the
‗too many toes‘ sign, in which when the foot is being viewed from behind there are more toes
visible laterally than normal. Forefoot abduction is believed to occur primarily at the talonavicular
joint, and is evidenced by the talonavicular coverage angle on radiographs.37
The Stage II AAFD patient has difficulty performing a single-legged heel rise.26 In this
clinical test for AAFD, the patient stands with full body weight on the affected foot and attempts to
lift the heel completely off the ground.38 Primarily because of dysfunction of the posterior tibial
tendon the patient will be unable to accomplish this, or in earlier stages of the disorder their
hindfoot may remain in valgus during the task.24
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AAFD can be a very painful condition. Typically there is a gradual increase of medial pain
distal to the ankle. Later in the progression of AAFD, pain can occur on the lateral side of the
hindfoot because of impingement near the sinus tarsi between the fibula and calcaneus.39 AAFD
pain is aggravated by standing and walking, and the patient has difficulty running.24
The gait of an AAFD patient is marked by reduced stride length, poor heel rise, and
medialized plantar pressure distribution. In later stages, during stance phase the foot rolls forward
like a rocker-bottom instead of forming the normal arch.7 This impairment is believed to be due to
lack of tibialis posterior muscle force and consequential loss of hindfoot inversion. Imhauser et
al.40 investigated plantar pressures in cadaver specimens with and without a simulated flatfoot. The
instant in stance when the heel lifts off the ground was considered. Muscle forces were applied
such that the location of the center of pressure (of plantar pressures) agreed with literature.
Unloading the posterior tibial tendon and sectioning ligaments (modeling ligament laxity) shifted
the plantar pressure distribution medially, especially under the base of the first metatarsal.

2.3 Corrective surgeries
2.3.1

Overview

The current state of practice in the surgical treatment of Stage II AAFD is first reviewed,
followed by overviews of several of the most often performed surgeries. For each bone-altering
procedure, this overview includes discussion of: (1) how the surgery is performed, including areas
of disagreement in technique among surgeons; (2) underlying biomechanics based on intuition and
cadaver studies, including areas which remain not well understood; and (3) clinical outcome
studies, including the outstanding clinical questions and problems related to the procedure. These
are important considerations for the development of a modeling methodology for simulating these
surgeries. Finally, the issues surrounding choice of optimal procedure are addressed.
2.3.2

Current State of Practice

In Surgery of the Foot and Ankle, Haddad and Mann state ‗Very few conditions in the realm
of foot and ankle surgery incite as much controversy in management protocols as the adult acquired
flatfoot‘.35 A recent survey of academic foot and ankle surgeons provides an excellent indication
of the most commonly performed soft tissue and bone-altering surgeries for AAFD.4 The results
also highlight the lack of clear consensus in an optimal treatment for AAFD (Table 2-1). In the
survey the surgeons (n = 104) were asked to indicate the surgical procedure or combination of
procedures that represented their standard surgical treatment for a hypothetical AAFD patient.
This hypothetical patient was described in the survey as follows: he was ‗physically active,
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otherwise healthy, had exhausted nonoperative management, and had physical exam findings
consistent with the classic findings seen with stage II posterior tibial tendon dysfunction‘.
Table 2-1. State of practice in treatment of Stage II AAFD based on a recent survey of academic foot and
ankle surgeons.4 The top portion of the table lists the most common soft tissue procedures, the middle lists
bone-altering procedures, and the bottom lists procedural combinations. These results highlight the lack of
clear consensus in an optimal treatment for this disorder.

portion of surgeons
soft tissue procedure

who use procedure as
part of their standard
treatment (%)

posterior tibial tendon augmentation

94

using flexor digitorum longus tendon

86

using flexor hallucis longus tendon

9

equinus hindfoot correction (e.g. Achilles tendon

70

lengthening)
spring ligament repair

53

deltoid ligament repair

7

no soft tissue procedure

2

bone-altering procedure

portion of surgeons
(%)

medializing calcaneal osteotomy

73

lateral column lengthening

41

calcaneocuboid arthrodesis

21

Evans procedure

20

medial column stabilization

15

first tarsometatarsal arthrodesis

9

navicular-cuneiform arthrodesis

4

both

3

12

subtalar arthrodesis

9

no bone-altering procedure

3

procedure combination
(includes posterior tibial tendon augmentation, and +/equinus correction)

portion of surgeons
(%)

medializing calcaneal osteotomy

38

lateral column lengthening + medializing calcaneal

22

osteotomy
subtalar arthrodesis

7

medial column stabilization + medializing calcaneal

7

osteotomy
medial column stabilization + medializing calcaneal

5

osteotomy + lateral column lengthening

2.3.3

Soft tissue procedures

Posterior tibial tendon augmentation
In AAFD the posterior tibial tendon is frequently inflamed, torn, or completely ruptured.
Tendon augmentation surgery involves replacing the function of a normal posterior tibial tendon
with an alternative surrogate musculotendon. This procedure was popularized in the 1980s.25 In
surgery the diseased posterior tibial tendon is removed, then the surrogate tendon is sectioned,
carefully rerouted, and reattached to the original attachment site of the posterior tibial tendon. If
the stump of the original distal tendon attachment is present, the surrogate tendon can be sutured to
this stump. If the stump is not present, the surrogate tendon can be attached directly to the
navicular bone through a drilled hole in the medial aspect. The foot is held at 20° of plantarflexion
while the tendon is made taut and sutured. Alternatively, the tendon can be attached to the medial
cuneiform.41

The tendon of the flexor digitorum longus muscle is commonly used as the

surrogate.35
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Spring ligament repair
The spring ligament complex is often damaged in AAFD.32 In surgical repair, a transverse
incision of the ligament is first made. With the foot held in a neutral position, a special suturing
technique is used to tie the ligament together with a portion overlapping itself. This procedure
tightens the ligament. Alternatively, some authors recommend reconstruction of the ligament using
a graft.41 Deland et al.18 demonstrated potential benefits of spring ligament reconstruction in ten
axially-loaded cadaver specimens. A flatfoot deformity was created which altered the talonavicular
orientation by an average of 35° as measured on anterior-posterior radiographs and 18° on the
lateral radiographs. The spring ligament reconstruction provided correction of these talonavicular
orientations to within an average of 2.5° of normal (before creation of the flatfoot) on both
radiographic views.
2.3.4

Medializing calcaneal osteotomy

Medializing calcaneal osteotomy involves shifting the posterior-inferior portion of the
calcaneus in the medial direction and reattaching it (Fig. 2-6). The procedure was described as a
treatment for flatfoot in 1971,42 and it was popularized in the mid-1990s.27

The surgery is

performed by first exposing the lateral calcaneus and making a saw cut (osteotomy) through the
posterior calcaneus, with the plane of the cut angled at about 45° relative to the plantar surface.
The separated posterior portion is then shifted medially and secured with a screw.

The

recommended distance for this medial shift varies from 5 mm to 10 mm,35,43 or an amount based on
alignment with bony landmarks.42

Fig. 2-6. Medializing calcaneal osteotomy involves shifting the posterior-inferior portion of the calcaneus
medially by about 5-10 mm. From Myerson. 27
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Medializing calcaneal osteotomy changes the biomechanics of the foot in part by moving the
point of application of the large Achilles force. The line of action of this force is moved medially
relative to the subtalar joint, increasing its inverting action during walking.27 This shift should
reduce the demands on the posterior tibial tendon (or its surrogates), reduce hindfoot valgus, and
improve stiffening of the foot during the heel rise stage of walking.

Medializing calcaneal

osteotomy also may move ground reaction forces with respect to the subtalar joint and hindfoot
because the inferior part of the calcaneus is shifted medially by the surgery. These effects are not
clear, however, because of complex changes in plantar pressure distribution.
Researchers have attempted to further describe and quantify the biomechanics of medializing
calcaneal osteotomy through experimental testing of cadaver feet. Cadaver testing allows the
researcher to have control of biomechanical parameters such as external muscle force, and it
enables invasive measurement of biomechanical parameters such as joint contact pressure.
However, a flatfoot deformity must usually be artificially created because cadaver feet are
commonly obtained from donors without AAFD. The degree of realism of such a model remains
in question, and some researchers have resorted to testing unaltered feet instead.44 Nyska et al.45
demonstrated the benefits of medializing calcaneal osteotomy in ten cadaveric foot models. A
flatfoot deformity was created by sectioning arch-supporting ligaments and applying cyclic axial
loading to flatten the arch. Midstance of the gait cycle was simulated by axial loading and pulling
of tendons including the Achilles. Prior to surgery, activating the Achilles had an arch flattening
effect according to standard radiographic measurements for flatfoot. After surgery, the Achilles
had less of a flattening effect and the medial arch was restored.
Medializing calcaneal osteotomy appears to reduce the strain and tension in several important
arch-supporting soft tissues.

Using cadaveric flatfoot models loaded with only axial weight,

researchers have measured strains with strain gauges attached to various tissues. Smaller strains
were recorded following medializing calcaneal osteotomy in both the plantar fascia46 and the
superomedial portion of the spring ligament.47

These tissues would consequently be better

protected following surgery. The force in the posterior tibial tendon (or a surrogate tendon from a
tendon transfer) required to achieve inverted heel rise also appears to be reduced by the surgery.48
This supports the hypothesis that the inverting action of the Achilles tendon is augmented by the
medial shift in its line of action, thus supporting the posterior tibial tendon.
Plantar pressures are likely to be shifted laterally by medializing calcaneal osteotomy.
Hadfield et al.49 demonstrated in cadaver models that the surgery resulted in decreased average
plantar pressures under the first and second metatarsals, along with increased peak pressures under
the lateral forefoot. Arangio and Salathe50 also predicted a lateral shift in plantar pressures using a
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three-dimensional analytical model of flatfoot. They predicted a concomitant decrease in joint
moments at the talonavicular and medial cuneiform-navicular joints, moments that would be
countered by tensions in structures such as the spring ligament.
Medializing calcaneal osteotomy also likely alters joint pressures and kinematics, especially of
the hindfoot joints. Steffensmeier et al.51 applied axial loading (about twice body weight) to nonflatfoot cadaver feet before and after an osteotomy with 1 cm displacement. They measured ankle
joint contact pressures with pressure-sensitive film inserted in the joint. The surgery resulted in
small medial shifts, averaging 1.6 mm, in the center of contact pressure. Total contact area, mean
pressure, and peak pressure were not significantly changed. Michelson et al.52 measured small
changes (up to several degrees) in ankle kinematics following medializing calcaneal osteotomy in
vitro, and they suggested these changes could lead to premature arthritis.
Medializing calcaneal osteotomy combined with posterior tibial tendon augmentation using a
flexor digitorum longus tendon transfer to the navicular has been extensively evaluated in clinical
studies. Myerson et al.34 reported results for 129 AAFD patients who received this surgical
combination. Thirty-eight percent of these patients also received additional surgeries including
ligament repair (36%) and Achilles tendon lengthening (20%). The patients were examined an
average of 5.2 years postoperatively. Eighty-three percent of patients experienced no pain or
discomfort during prolonged walking and activity, and 88% were able to repeatedly perform a
single heel rise. Improvements in bone postures, based on pre- and postoperative radiographic
measurements, were generally obtained (Table 2-2).
Table 2-2. Improvement in radiographic measurements due to medializing calcaneal osteotomy and tendon
transfer.

radiographic measurement

preoperative

postoperative

improvement

25° (0 – 49)

6° (-11 – 28)

21°

37° (7 – 57)

16° (0 – 45)

21°

lateral talometatarsal angle

-27° (-45 – -9)

-12° (-33 – 0)

12°

height of medial cuneiform

7mm (0 – 16)

19mm (12 – 30)

12 mm

anteroposterior talometatarsal
angle
anteroposterior talonavicular
coverage angle

Inversion strength was symmetric with the contralateral limb in 74% of patients, mildly weak
in 14%, and moderately weak in 6%. Subtalar joint motion was normal in 44%, slightly decreased
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in 51%, and moderately decreased in 5%. Complications included progressive hindfoot valgus,
hindfoot varus and lateral foot pain (overcorrection), sensitivity and numbness due to nerve
disruption, and lateral foot pain under the fifth metatarsal and cuboid. Complications were ‗severe‘
in six patients. Lateral forefoot pain has also been cited by other authors as an adverse clinical
outcome.49 Other authors have reported benefits of medializing calcaneal osteotomy including
decreased pain, improved function, and improved radiographic alignment for most patients.43,53
However, Guyton et al.53 reported that only half of their patients felt that their medial arch had
improved, and most of these were reported as ‗minor‘ improvements.
Improvements in gait due to medializing calcaneal osteotomy-based procedures have been
quantified. Brodsky et al.54 reported on twelve patients who received this surgery in combination
with soft tissue procedures and medial column stabilization in some patients.

Statistically

significant improvements were measured in each of the following: step length for the operated side,
cadence, velocity, and maximum sagittal ankle joint power at push-off.
2.3.5

Lateral column lengthening

Lateral column lengthening involves inserting a block into the bones of the lateral side of the
foot, in order to lengthen the so-called lateral column. Long-term results for this procedure were
reported in 198355 and radiographic correction was documented in 1993.37 Two types are popular:
the Evans procedure involves separating the anterior part of the calcaneus, and the calcaneocuboid
arthrodesis type involves separating the calcaneocuboid joint (and fusing the joint).

Fig. 2-7. Lateral column lengthening involves inserting a block (shown above in dark gray) into the lateral
side of the foot.

The surgery is performed by first exposing the lateral calcaneus. In the Evans procedure a
single saw cut is made through the anterior calcaneus, at a recommended distance ranging from 10
mm to 15 mm proximal to the calcaneocuboid joint.35 In the calcaneocuboid arthrodesis type, the
calcaneocuboid joint is removed using two saw cuts. Lengthening of the lateral column is done by
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separating the bone portions at the cut using a special device. The recommended amount of
separation varies among authors, similar to the recommended translation of the calcaneus in
medializing calcaneal osteotomy. Some authors recommend that the amount of lengthening be just
enough to achieve anatomic correction, as determined intraoperatively based on visual assessment
of arch and hindfoot posture56 or fluoroscopic/radiographic measurements such as the talonavicular
coverage angle.35 Other authors simply give numeric guidelines for amount of separation such as
between 11 and 14 mm,57 or between 8 and 10 mm.2 A graft is inserted in the separation, and it is
fixed with a screw.
The specific mechanism of AAFD correction by lateral column lengthening is not well
understood. The correction of forefoot abduction is achieved as the forefoot is pushed medially by
the lengthening of the lateral side of the foot. Much of this correction occurs at the level of the
talonavicular joint.58 The medial arch is also often restored, but the mechanism of this correction is
less clear.
Experimental testing of cadaver feet has been used to investigate the biomechanics of lateral
column lengthening. DuMontier et al.58 measured three-dimensional changes in bone orientations
due to the surgery using computed tomography of three axially-loaded cadaver flatfoot models.
The navicular rotated relative to the talus an average of 19° in adduction and 3° in both pronation
and plantarflexion. The cuboid adducted 24°, pronated 14°, and plantarflexed 2°.
As in medializing calcaneal osteotomy, plantar pressures are likely to be shifted laterally by
lateral column lengthening. Joint pressures are also likely to be changed. Scott et al.44 loaded nonflatfoot specimens with axial load and an Achilles force, and Benthien et al.59 loaded specimens
with an artificially created flatfoot with axial load and several muscle forces.

Both groups

measured a significant increase in lateral plantar pressures of the forefoot (increasing by roughly 40
to 60%) following lateral column lengthening. Scott et al.44 implemented both the Evans and
calcaneocuboid arthrodesis types and found no significant difference between the two. They also
added a medializing calcaneal osteotomy procedure in addition to lateral column lengthening and
found no significant difference compared to lengthening alone. Potential increase in joint pressures
at the calcaneocuboid joint (which might lead to arthritis) following the Evans procedure has been
investigated in cadavers with mixed results.60
Toolan et al.56 reported clinical outcome for 36 patients (41 feet) receiving lateral column
lengthening via calcaneocuboid arthrodesis, evaluated at a mean of three years postoperatively.
Most patients also received additional surgeries including medial column stabilization.

The

patients reported that 88% of the feet were less painful at postoperative evaluation, 7% were
unchanged, and 5% were more painful. Improvements in several radiographic measurements were
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reported. Despite these good results for most patients, 20% of feet had a nonunion of the inserted
graft.

Additional complications included hindfoot varus (overcorrection), sensitivity, and

tenderness. Although good union of the graft has been achieved in recent studies,61 other common
adverse outcomes include calcaneocuboid joint arthritis (following the Evans procedure),
discomfort during walking on uneven terrain, and failure of the graft itself.55,62
2.3.6

Medial column stabilization

Medial column stabilization refers to the fusion of one or more joints of the medial arch. The
fusion is typically performed at the apex of collapse of the medial arch,63 usually the navicularcuneiform or the first metatarsal-cuneiform joint. It is usually done in combination with one of the
other bone-altering procedures above. The procedure restores the arch and adds considerable
stability. Hindfoot valgus is not directly addressed, but can be with an additional procedure.64 The
primary disadvantage is the loss of mobility in the arch; however, motions at the joints of the arch
are relatively small normally. To perform the procedure, the opposing joint surfaces are stripped of
cartilage and subchondral bone and the joint is rigidly fixed using screws or bone staples.
2.3.7

Subtalar arthrodesis

Subtalar arthrodesis is fusion of the subtalar joint. It is used to treat flatfoot, but also to treat
conditions such as subtalar arthritis. For flatfoot this surgery is often reserved for Stage III AAFD
because mobility of the hindfoot is sacrificed by the surgery.24 However, the surgery provides
excellent, long lasting correction of hindfoot valgus, and it can improve forefoot abduction and the
medial arch.
Several clinical outcome studies have been published on subtalar arthrodesis applied
specifically for AAFD correction.65,66

In these reports most patients were satisfied, good

radiographic correction was achieved, and there was a low rate of complications. However,
Kitaoka and Patzer65 reported that 11 of 21 patients continued to have some pain following the
arthrodesis.
2.3.8

Selection of surgical procedures

As demonstrated by the survey of Hiller and Pinney4 (Table 2-1), considerable controversy
surrounds the choice of optimal treatment for a particular AAFD patient. In practice the surgical
procedure that is used often depends on the surgeon who performs it. The most popular bonealtering procedures—medializing calcaneal osteotomy and lateral column lengthening—both have
produced good results in many patients. However, adverse outcomes still occur in many patients
and there is a lack of understanding of the corrective mechanisms of these surgeries. Medializing
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calcaneal osteotomy provides excellent correction of hindfoot valgus and pain relief, but it ‗cannot
correct the other components of deformity‘.67 Lateral column lengthening can provide excellent
correction of the foot posture including the forefoot abduction and medial arch deformity, but the
mechanism of this correction is not understood and the complication rate for this procedure is
relatively high. In both procedures, overload of the lateral side of the foot remains a significant
concern.24
A fundamental problem in directly comparing these surgical procedures is that multiple
procedures cannot be performed in a single patient.

Researchers have, however, compared

different procedures performed on different feet within the same study (using consistent techniques
to assess outcomes).

Bolt et al.68 compared the effects of medializing calcaneal osteotomy,

performed on 17 feet, to lateral column lengthening, performed on an additional 25 feet. Postsurgical bony alignments, including the lateral talometatarsal angle reflecting medial arch posture,
were better in the lateral column lengthening group according to radiographic measurements. Both
groups had some loss in bony correction as they returned to their activities after surgery, but this
loss was less in the lengthening group. A portion of the patients in both groups required additional
surgery for different complications. Postsurgical arthritic changes and nonunions occurred at
higher rates in the lengthening group.
The ‗one-size-fits-all‘ approach that is prevalent among many clinicians likely leads to
suboptimal results for some patients. A prominent academic clinician in the field remarked:
Not all bunions are similar, and neither are all flatfeet. There is a reason why there are proponents of
many different procedures.

It makes sense to correct a deformity; what does not make sense,

however, is to rigidly adhere to one operation as a means of correction.67

There is considerable variation in anatomy, mechanics, and severity of flatfoot. Ideally subjectspecific mechanics should dictate treatment for a particular patient. Unfortunately these mechanics
are complex and not readily quantified.
Some researchers have proposed that certain easily measurable foot characteristics may be
useful in directing treatment decisions. One clinical treatment algorithm, which has been proposed
in several slightly different forms,69,70 is based on indicators including hindfoot valgus, sag in the
medial arch joints, and the calcaneal pitch angle relative to the floor (Fig. 2-8). Another algorithm
dictates treatment based on separating the soft tissue and bony aspects of the deformity.71 Some
believe that an algorithmic approach should be avoided, partly because the algorithms are not
currently thorough enough.64 A popular text on foot and ankle surgery simply recommends using
lateral column lengthening for late Stage II AAFD.35 Unfortunately these algorithms cannot be
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systematically developed and tested in vivo because of the inability to compare outcomes of
multiple surgeries performed on the same patient.

Fig. 2-8. A proposed algorithm for determining surgical treatment of AAFD.69 Surgical procedures include
medial column stabilization (MCS), medializing calcaneal osteotomy (MCO), and lateral column lengthening
(LCL).

2.4 Computational modeling of the foot and ankle
2.4.1

Phenomenological models

In joint biomechanics, phenomenological modeling generally uses mechanical analogues to
represent the system, whereas anatomical modeling uses explicit modeling of the anatomical
structures themselves.72 Phenomenological modeling can lead to simpler, more elegant models that
are more readily analyzed and interpreted. Anatomical models are generally more complex and
cumbersome but can be more versatile and accurate.
Probably the most prevalent phenomenological modeling concept in biomechanics has been
the representation of diarthrodial joints with rigid bones connected by simple mechanical joints,
often spherical joints or revolutes (hinges).

This representation enables joint motions, joint

moments, and sometimes ligament and muscle forces to be readily determined and visualized. The
ankle and subtalar joints of the foot have each been represented as revolutes in many models.
Researchers such as Inman73 determined best-fit rotation axes for both of these joints in cadaver
specimens. Mann et al.35 suggested that surgeons consider the positions of the extrinsic muscle
tendons in relation to the ankle and subtalar axes when performing tendon transfers to obtain a
proper balancing of the foot (Fig. 2-9).
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Subtalar
axis

Fig. 2-9. Model of ankle mechanics including the ankle and subtalar joints represented by hinge joints, and
extrinsic muscles crossing these joints. Adapted from Mann. 35

Modeling the ankle and, in some cases, the subtalar joint with revolutes has been used to
estimate internal loads in the hindfoot during walking. Joint moments have been determined by
inverse dynamics,74 and muscle forces have been estimated using functional muscle groupings and
constraints.75 Similar approaches have been used to determine ankle moments as a part of wholebody gait analyses.76 Whole-body models with revolute hindfoot joints have also been used in
forward dynamic simulations of gait in which patterns of individual muscle forces were estimated
that would lead to measured motions.77 For example, Neptune et al.78 used such a model to predict
that the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles, which are often grouped together in analyses, have
different functions in the gait cycle.
Several groups have extended the hinge joint concept to other joints of the foot. Different
strategies for segmenting the foot have been used, with the rationale that some joints do not exhibit
much motion. Two-dimensional models involving a forefoot and rearfoot segment connected by a
pin joint have been created to analyze the plantar fascia.79,80 Erdemir and Piazza80 created such a
model and developed forward dynamic muscle-actuated simulations to predict the effects of plantar
fasciotomy.
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(a)

(b)
79

Fig. 2-10. Revolute-based multisegment foot models: (a) Wright and Rennels described a two-dimensional
model used to estimate loads in the plantar fascia; and (b) Scott and Winter81 proposed a three-dimensional
model for estimating joint moments throughout the foot.

Scott and Winter81 represented the foot with eight three-dimensional, rigid segments
connected by eight revolutes (Fig. 2-10). They used the model to estimate internal joint moments
of the foot during walking. Forces applied to different portions of the foot were measured using
miniature force plates. The hallux was included but the other four toes were omitted because of
limited load support during stance.

The model included independent motions between the

metatarsals, which the authors believed was critical so that all the metatarsal heads maintained
contact and force transmission with the ground.

The joints of the midfoot were fused for

simplification. Several researchers have instead viewed the foot as having two longitudinal arches,
medial and lateral, for load transmission.82,83 Accordingly they formed a rigid segment for each
arch, e.g. the medial segment was formed from the navicular, cuneiforms, and first through third
metatarsals. Models used for clinical gait analysis often include simply a hindfoot segment and a
forefoot segment,84 mainly because measuring the motions of many of the individual foot bones is
impossible with skin-mounted markers in vivo.
Salathe and Arangio published several analyses of AAFD surgeries in which a threedimensional foot model was implemented. Lateral column lengthening85, subtalar arthroereisis86,
and medializing calcaneal osteotomy50 surgeries were examined. This model also omitted the
lesser toes, but included an independent rigid segment for each of the tarsal bones and metatarsals.
In one of the studies85, model geometries were obtained from one cadaver specimen with an
artificially-created flatfoot.

Midstance of gait was modeled by applying muscle forces with

magnitudes determined such that rotational balance of body weight about the ankle and subtalar
joints was achieved. Ligaments were represented implicitly by linear rotational stiffness at the
joints, although the plantar fascia was explicitly represented. Flatfoot was simulated by eliminating
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the tibialis posterior muscle force and reducing arch-supporting ligament stiffnesses by 50%.
Surgeries were simulated by changes in model geometry. Several predicted effects of these
surgeries have been discussed previously in this thesis.
Biomechanists have also proposed kinematic modeling approaches not based on assumed
behavior of the joints, but instead based on assumed behavior of the ligaments.87,88 Leardini et al.88
described a two-dimensional four-bar linkage model of the ankle in which the ground link and
coupler were the talus/calcaneus and tibia/fibula, and the other two links represented the
calcaneofibular and tibiocalcaneal ligaments.

In previous cadaver experiments the authors

measured small changes in length of these ligaments during flexion of the ankle, leading to their
representation as rigid links.89 The authors later proposed total ankle replacement designs based on
this concept.
Phenomenological models of the soft tissues surrounding the foot bones (especially on the
plantar aspect) have usually consisted of discrete spring-dashpot units.80,81,90,91 Scott and Winter
included a total of seven nonlinear spring-dashpots under the heel, metatarsal heads, and hallux
(Fig. 2-10).81 The properties of these elements were based on previous impact loading experiments
on heel pads.
2.4.2

Anatomical models

Computational limitations have traditionally been a major obstacle to anatomical modeling of
joint biomechanics. Analysis of physics involving complex geometries and constitutive behaviors
has only been practical recently. Anatomical models have since been used to estimate threedimensional joint kinematics based on articular surface geometries and soft tissue influence, as
well as stresses and strains within these hard and soft tissues.
The use of revolutes and other simple mechanical analogues to represent joints of the foot is
not ideal for several reasons.

First, many of the joints exhibit motions that are not well

characterized by a simple model. Lundberg performed a landmark study which used markers
invasively inserted into foot bones of living subjects, and reported multiaxial behavior for the
ankle, subtalar, and talonavicular joints (Fig. 2-11).92 Second, there may be substantial variation
among individuals in location of a best-fit simple model.73 It may be possible to determine this
location based on measured motion for some joints93, but for most of the foot joints such
measurements would be impractical. Third, behavior of joints with deformity might deviate from
expected behavior for which a simple model is developed. For example, in AAFD some joints are
often subluxated.
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Fig. 2-11. Axes of rotation of the ankle joint in a single subject during different foot movements. Each axis
represents ankle motion as the entire foot was rotated by 10° in either flexion, inversion/eversion, or
internal/external rotation (although rotations about the ankle were small in some cases). Kinematics were
measured using invasive bone markers. From Lundberg. 92

Anatomical models of the foot have been mainly of two types, multibody dynamics models
and finite element models.

Static multibody models have also been described.94

Multibody

dynamics models represent the bones with rigid bodies and use efficient rigid body formulations to
predict dynamics.95 Joint contact based on articular surface geometry can be modeled using elastic
foundations (‗bed of springs‘) which cover the articular surfaces and repel penetration between the
bones. The rationale behind this approach is that gross joint motions and mechanics are often
primarily due to motions of the bones relative to one another, not deformation within the bones;
therefore, these deformations and stresses within bones can be neglected unless they are variables
of interest.
Two groups recently published hindfoot models that used the commercial code ADAMS to
simulate multibody dynamics. Imhauser et al.96 created hindfoot models from MR images of six
cadaver specimens. Ligaments were represented by one or several line elements having nonlinear,
viscoelastic tensile force properties based on the literature and attachment sites based on the MR
images. Motions of the bones resulting from anterior drawer and inversion loadings were
simulated. These same loads were applied experimentally in the specimens, and resulting motions
were used to validate the models. The authors found substantial variations in modeled motions
across specimens, and concluded that these variations were due to variations in morphology, since
identical constitutive models and boundary conditions were applied to each model. Liacouras and
Wayne97 described the creation of models of the hindfoot and midfoot from CT scans from NIH‘s
Visible Human Project. A series of ligaments were represented by linear springs with properties
from the literature.
During standing and walking, the load distribution and motions of the foot are dependent not
only on the bones, ligaments, and muscles, but also on the volumous soft tissue that surrounds the
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foot, especially on the plantar aspect (Fig. 2-12). These tissues have large deformations and thus
are difficult to model using the multibody dynamics approach described above.

Fig. 2-12. Sagittal plane cross section of a cadaver foot, showing the bones, joints, and soft tissues that
surround the bones.

A comprehensive summary of seven representative finite element foot models is provided in
Appendix A. Finite element analysis is used to formulate and solve differential equations for a
wide variety of physical systems. The system is represented with a geometrically similar model
consisting of linked finite elements, each of these elements having simple geometry. In solid body
mechanical problems, this discretization allows the relevant equations relating displacement, strain,
stress, and force to be solved at the element level, along with compatibility with neighboring
elements. Increasing accuracy and complexity of mathematical formulations, material properties,
and boundary conditions, and increasing mesh density generally enables the model behavior to
approach that of the actual system.
Several two-dimensional finite element models of the foot have been developed to investigate
the effects of shoe and insole design on plantar pressures.98-102 Reduction of plantar pressures by
therapeutic footwear has clear implications in preventing diabetic foot ulcers. These have mostly
been plane strain models, either of the sagittal plane99,100,102 or a frontal plane through the heel.101
A two-dimensional model has also been developed to estimate stresses within the calcaneus.103
Three-dimensional finite element foot models have also been developed. For most research
applications involving structural analysis of the foot, a three-dimensional foot model is more
appropriate than a two-dimensional one because the joints, ligaments, muscles, and plantar tissues
have geometries that change across all three dimensions. Increased computational demand is no
longer a major obstacle with current computer speeds. These models have been used to analyze
ankle-foot orthoses104, stresses and strains within foot bones,105,106 the mechanics of hindfoot
impact injuries,107 and the effect of stiff plantar tissues (seen in diabetic feet) on plantar
pressures.5,108,109 In addition to models of the entire foot, several groups have focused on smaller
segments. A model of the first ray of the forefoot was developed to examine disorders such as
hallux limitus and surgeries.110 Boundary conditions were applied based on optimization. Models
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of the ankle joint have been described by several groups for studying posttraumatic osteoarthritis111
and ankle replacement design.112,113
Researchers have tailored the scope, geometry, constitutive models, and material properties of
their models based on their research focus, as well as the current computational and software
capabilities (see Appendix). For example, some studies have modeled the foot bones as fused
together or attached together by a single cartilage region.104,105,114 In recent years commercial finite
element software has advanced enough that contact at the joints with sliding and separation can be
readily modeled.5,115 Frictionless contact is often assumed at the joints,5 but Coulomb friction has
also been included.107,115
For research questions in which stresses within the bones are not of concern, representation of
the bones with rigid bodies can be efficient. Anderson et al.111 studied ankle contact stresses using
layers of deformable cartilage elements covering rigid bones, and Budhabhatti et al.110 used rigid
bones in estimating plantar pressures under the first ray. The use of rigid bones with an elastic
foundation contact model has been shown to be efficient and accurate in a study of knee
replacement. Halloran et al.116 developed explicit finite element simulations of knee replacement
and compared a model having a deformable polyethylene insert to one having a rigid insert.
Resulting gross kinematics were very similar between the two models. Contact pressures were also
similar between the two (within 15%) when a nonlinear contact formulation was used for the rigid
model (instead of a linear formulation). The rigid model simulations finished in only 2% of the
CPU time needed by the deformable model. Several studies of the foot have included isotropic
linear elastic behavior of the bones in order to estimate stresses within the bones.5,107,114 Bandak et
al.107 separated cortical and trabecular bone and included viscoelastic bone behavior in their study
of the effects of impact loads.
Ligaments have been included in whole-foot models that allowed motion at the joints.5,107,114
These ligaments have been represented as line trusses5 or membranes107 having attachments based
on the literature, although ligament placement based on MRI is possible.96 Both linear5,107 and
nonlinear114 behavior has been specified, with properties based on the literature. More complex
representations of ligaments have also been described in other biomechanical studies (e.g. Weiss et
al.117).
A deformable soft tissue volume has been included in many finite element models of the foot.
Most researchers have modeled a single, homogeneous volume that conforms to the bone
geometries, although at least one group has attempted to separate the fatty and intrinsic muscle
tissues107 (Fig. 2-12). Some researchers have included only the plantar tissues,6,107 while others
have also included the dorsal tissues.5,100 A linear viscoelastic material model was used in the
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impact study of Bandak et al.107, but most recent models have used a form of incompressible or
nearly incompressible hyperelastic model to relate deformation to stress. 5,110
Loadings, boundary conditions, and experimental validation are generally problem-dependent.
These aspects, as well as additional modeling details, are reviewed for the aforementioned
representative models in Appendix A.
2.4.3

Assignment of model properties: parameter optimization

Fitting of mechanical properties of muscle, ligament, and soft tissue
Three-dimensional medical imaging has enabled a high degree of accuracy in determining
subject-specific geometries for biomechanical models.

Assigning constitutive and material

properties to a biomechanical model, however, remains a challenging task. Material properties of
biological tissues are usually difficult to measure in vivo, and these properties often vary between
individuals and anatomic location. Parameter estimation using numerical optimization involves
automatically adjusting parameters of a model until the behavior of the model best matches
experimental observations of the system being modeled. This technique has been applied in
several areas of biomechanics including estimation of the parameters of kinematic models,118
inertial parameters of body segments,119 joint moments and muscle activations during
movements,80 and properties of phenomenological muscle and ligament models.120 These have all
been estimated through matching model joint kinematics and kinetics to those measured in the
laboratory.

Furthermore, mechanical properties of anatomical soft tissue models have been

estimated through matching measured load-deformation characteristics.121
Several groups have developed methods for estimating the properties of phenomenological
muscle and ligament models such as tendon and ligament slack length. These properties often have
significant effect on model behavior, yet they are difficult to directly measure for a subject. In
1981, Hatze122 described characterizing several muscles acting at a single degree of freedom joint
using a fitting procedure.

Using a more elaborate model Garner and Pandy120 described an

optimization method for estimating architectural properties of Hill-type musculotendon actuators.
Peak isometric force, optimal fiber-length, and tendon slack length were predicted for 26 muscle
groups crossing the shoulder, elbow, and wrist. Their method utilized a nested optimization that
matched model torque-angle profiles to those measured in several subjects performing maximum
isometric muscle contractions at each joint. Manal and Buchanan123 described a similar method for
estimating tendon slack length of a single muscle.
Ligament slack lengths have also been estimated using optimization.
Huiskes

124

Blankevoort and

published landmark work in this area in 1996. They suggested that properties of their
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rigid body knee model such as articulating surface geometry were modeled with high accuracy, but
ligament rest length properties were largely unknown. The authors modeled each of four knee
ligaments with a bundle of nonlinear elastic line elements and estimated their rest lengths by
matching select kinematic characteristics with those measured in the cadavers from which the
models were created. The matching was done by a Levenberg-Marquardt optimization algorithm.
The authors reported confidence that they obtained global minimums through the convergence of
different initial guesses. Substantial improvement in agreement between model and experimental
passive kinematics was obtained by the optimization. Li et al.125 described a manual matching
procedure applied to a finite element knee model. They adjusted ligament rest lengths and menisci
stiffness of their model to match anterior-posterior tibial translations of the cadaver from which the
model was created. A manual trial-and-error procedure was used for these adjustments (instead of
an optimization algorithm). Erdemir also described optimization of knee ligament rest lengths.126
The mechanical properties of soft tissues such as cartilage have also been adjusted using
optimization. For example, the mechanical properties of rat cartilage were determined using loaddeformation indentation testing and optimization of a corresponding finite element model of these
tests.127 Human tissues can be characterized in vivo if deformation-load measurements can be
made. Hyperelastic properties of the soft tissues of the foot have been determined from ultrasound
measurements of heel pad deflection and finite element analysis.102,121,128
Parameter estimation of unknown parameters is often formulated as a nonlinear least-squares
problem. Algorithms for optimization of this problem are reviewed in Appendix C.
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3. Methods

3.1 Overview
A procedure was developed for creating a three-dimensional, subject-specific, anatomicallybased computer model for analyzing foot and ankle mechanics. The process was developed to
predict outcomes of surgeries for AAFD, but it is also suited for other applications in foot
biomechanics such as cavus and diabetic foot. Several AAFD surgeries were also simulated.
The basic steps used to build the subject-specific foot model are shown below (Fig. 3-1).
Sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.7 correspond to these steps (as noted). Section 3.2 introduces the finite
element methodology, sec. 3.6 covers techniques used to improve performance of the simulations,
and sec. 3.8 discusses simulated surgeries following the model building.

subject

imaging data
collection: MRI +
radiograph
(sec. 3.3)

geometric
modeling from
MR images
(sec. 3.4)

finite element
modeling
(sec. 3.5)

parameter
estimation using
optimization
(sec. 3.7)

Fig. 3-1. Basic steps used in creating the subject-specific foot model. Following creation of the model,
surgeries were simulated (sec. 3.8).

The model-building methodology was demonstrated for a female subject with asymptomatic
AAFD; the following is a brief overview of this procedure, with the details to follow in later
sections. Imaging data collection included an MRI scan of the foot and ankle and a series of
standing radiographs (sec. 3.3). Models of the three-dimensional anatomy of the foot bones and
plantar soft tissues were created from the MRI images (sec. 3.4). A finite element model was
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created which included this geometry (Fig. 3-2; sec. 3.5). Eleven individual bone segments were
represented as rigid bodies that could contact, slide and separate through translation and rotation
relative to one another. Several pairs of bones were modeled as single segments and the phalanges
(toes) were omitted for simplicity and computational savings (Table 3-1). The plantar soft tissue
was modeled as a homogeneous hyperelastic material. The model also included about 65 ligaments
represented by spring-dampers, a downward tibial force, an Achilles muscle force, and various
boundary conditions in order to simulate standing on different slopes with different amounts of leg
rotation.

Fig. 3-2. Subject-specific, finite element model of the foot including rigid bone segments, hyperelastic
plantar soft tissue (light yellow), and spring-damper ligaments (thin yellow lines).
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Table 3-1. The eleven rigid bone segments of the model. Each segment had six degrees of freedom.

bone segments
tibia + fibula
talus
calcaneus
navicular
cuboid
medial cuneiform
intermediate cuneiform + second metatarsal
lateral cuneiform + third metatarsal
first metatarsal
fourth metatarsal
fifth metatarsal

Parameter optimization was used to adjust material properties of the ligaments and soft tissue
such that the bony movements of the model ‗best matched‘ static positions that were measured in
the radiographs of the same subject (sec. 3.7). The radiographs were performed under multiple
controlled loading conditions to obtain different foot poses such as inversion and internal tibial
rotation (Table 3-2). These same loading conditions were simulated in the model for matching
process.
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Table 3-2. Loading conditions. Each condition of standing was performed by the subject while capturing
radiographs, and the condition was also simulated in the model of the same subject. The different loading
conditions involved alterations in floor orientation and tibial rotation.

loading condition
(foot pose)

neutral

inversion

eversion

internal
rotation

external
rotation

floor orientation

tibial rotation

horizontal

neutral

15° sloped to
cause inversion

15° sloped to
cause eversion

horizontal

horizontal

neutral

neutral

internally rotated
by specific amount

externally rotated
by specific amount

Following parameter optimization the model represented several subject-specific properties of
the patient‘s foot (Table 3-3).
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Table 3-3. Overview of different model properties and whether they were determined on a subject-specific
basis.

aspect of
model

property

subjectspecific?

method

geometry

yes

segmentation of MRI images

material

no

rigid for computational efficiency

geometry

yes

segmentation of MRI images

material

partially

geometry

no

material

partially

bones

plantar soft
tissue

ligaments

external

tibial and

loads

Achilles force

yes

optimization to determine selected parameters
attachments based on literature; a portion may be
obtained from the MRI scans in future work
optimization to determine select parameters
based on simplified statics model and body weight
(other muscle loads currently ignored)

3.2 Explicit finite element method with contact and hyperelasticity
3.2.1

Introduction

Computer modeling of a patient‘s foot subject to standing loads was accomplished using the
finite element (FE) method. The FE model consisted of three-dimensional representations of
anatomical structures: separate bones represented by rigid bodies, ligaments represented by springs
and dampers, plantar soft tissues represented by a deformable, homogeneous material, a flat rigid
floor, and various boundary conditions and loads including tibial axial force and Achilles‘ tendon
force. The interaction between the individual bones, soft tissue, and floor was governed by a
contact model that allowed sliding and separation (as relative translations and rotations occurred);
small penetration was enabled between the bones to represent cartilage behavior. The geometry of
each structure was discretized by a finite element mesh consisting of elements connected at nodes.
The explicit dynamics finite element formulation of the commercial software Abaqus (v. 6.7,
Dassault Systemes, Providence, RI) was used for these simulations due to its reputation for
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nonlinear analysis and its widespread use in musculoskeletal biomechanics. In explicit dynamics a
dynamic simulation of the model is performed, and in this research the simulation was of the
quasistatic event of applying standing loads to the foot. The configuration of the model following
settling at the end of the dynamic simulation was of interest in this research.

Explicit time

integration advances the solution forward in time using relatively small increments. At each time
increment the solution is determined using only information from the current and previous
increments, allowing solution without solving simultaneous equations. This is unlike the classical
implicit finite element method, which is not limited to small increments but solves a large set of
simultaneous equations at each increment with high computational expense. Explicit integration is
advantageous in high-speed dynamic events where the event time is short, but can also be preferred
in quasistatic situations where complicated contact or other discontinuities dominate the solution.
The small time steps are better suited for these solution discontinuities. The formulation of
multibody contact is also achieved in a straightforward manner.129
At a particular time increment the system has a kinematic configuration defined by
displacement and velocity values at all the nodes of the model. In this research the kinematic
configuration leads to internal nodal forces due to several factors: (1) contact between the
individual structures, (2) deformation of the hyperelastic soft tissue, and (3) spring-damper
ligament forces.
3.2.2

Contact modeling

Contact between the individual bones, between the bones and soft tissue, and between the soft
tissue and floor was modeled using a penalty approach. At a particular increment in time, the
software first determines which nodes/elements of which structures are penetrating other structures
and by what distance. The algorithm to accomplish this efficiently in three-dimensional space for
all potential contacts is sophisticated (and not disclosed by Abaqus). For contacting surfaces,
normal forces are then applied to the nodes such that penetration is resisted. The magnitude of
these forces is dictated by a pressure-overclosure relationship, with pressure (force distributed over
nodes) increasing with overclosure (penetration distance). In this research the pressure-overclosure
relationship was based on estimated cartilage behavior and thickness (as detailed later).
3.2.3

Soft tissue finite element formulation

Deformation
Deformation of the soft tissue mesh also leads to nodal forces associated with stressing of the
elements. A material particle is initially located at position X. After deformation due to some
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loading, the new (‗current‘) position of the particle is x = x(X, t). Considering two neighboring
particles initially located at X and X + dX, in the current configuration:

dx 

x
 dX
X

(3-1)

x
X

(3-2)

where F is the deformation gradient matrix:

F

The ratio of the lengths of the infinitesimal dX and dx is the ‗stretch ratio‘:129

dx T  dx
dX T  dX

(3-3)

2  NT  F T  F  N

(3-4)



dl

dL

which leads to:

where N is the unit vector in the direction of dX.
At any material point X (or x) and corresponding deformation gradient F, the stretch ratio 
varies as a function of the chosen direction N. At certain directions N, the stretch ratio is
mathematically stationary. These stationary values can be obtained using a variational equation
based on Eq. (3-4), and casting it in the form of the eigenvalue problem:

F

T



 F  2 I  N  0

(3-5)

which can be solved for three positive eigenvalues called ‗principal stretches‘, I, II, III, and three
corresponding eigenvectors called the principal directions of strain, NI, NII, NIII.

The principal

stretches and corresponding directions completely describe straining at a material point of a
deformable body. In the undeformed state, stretch equals unity.
For small deformations such as those that occur in engineering materials like steel, a
secondary strain measure is usually defined. This is because changes in stretch might occur in the
fourth or fifth significant digit for these applications. However, hyperelastic material models, such
as the one used in this research, typically exhibit large strains making the stretch measure
appropriate.129
Hyperelastic material model
Hyperelastic materials, such as rubber, are often modeled by a strain (stored) energy function
that defines the energy density as a function of strain at a material point. From this function the
stress is determined. This formulation results in nonlinear, fully elastic, stress-strain behavior for
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small and large strains.

Hyperelastic materials are also usually incompressible or nearly

incompressible. Biological materials are often modeled as hyperelastic.
The first-order Ogden strain energy density function has been previously used to model
plantar soft tissue121:
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where unknown material parameters are 0 (the initial shear modulus) and which relates
material stiffness changes resulting from loading); i are the ‗deviatoric‘ principal stretches
(normalized by volume change), or i  J
The term
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is a Lagrangian multiplier that controls the compressibility of the material.
D

Poisson‘s ratio in terms of the initial shear modulus, 0, and initial bulk modulus K0 is:
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Stress can be computed from the strain energy density at a material point, e.g.:

P

U
 F 

(3-9)

where P is the 1st Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor (or another stress measure may be used).
Internal nodal forces
The internal forces acting at the nodes of the deformed mesh can be computed from the
current stress state. In the updated Lagrangian formulation of the finite element method, the virtual
internal power term from the discretized weak form of the momentum equation is130:

N I
 ji d  viI f iIint
 x
j

P int  viI 

(3-10)

where P int is the virtual internal power associated with stressing of the element;  is the current
(deformed) element domain; viI are virtual nodal velocities; x j are the current nodal coordinates;

 ji is the Cauchy stress matrix; N I are the interpolation (shape) functions; and f iIint are the
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internal nodal forces. Indices i and j indicate summation over x-y-z components, and I indicates
summation over element nodes.
From the above it can be seen that internal nodal forces in the current configuration are:

N I
 ji d
 x
j

(3-11)

fiIint  
3.2.4

Simulation by explicit time integration

The discrete momentum equation, or equation of motion, for a Lagrangian-mesh finite
element model is:

  f ext  f int
Mu

(3-12)

 is the vector of
where M is the mass matrix which defines the mass distribution across nodes, u
nodal accelerations (u are nodal displacements), f ext is the vector of external forces applied to the
nodes, and f int is the vector of internal nodal forces as discussed in the previous section. This
vector equation is a set of second-order ordinary differential equations with independent variable
time, and the equation has been discretized in model space.
For a rigid bone of the model, the displacements of each node are dependent on the six
degrees-of-freedom of a single reference node.
In the explicit finite element method, mass matrix M is formulated as a diagonal (lumped)
matrix, meaning that a force on a particular node generates accelerations only at that node. In this
case, the momentum equation is a statement of Newton‘s second law for a system of particles
having interconnections by deformable elements (and multibody contact or separation).
The unknown nodal displacements, expressed as functions of time due to some loading and
boundary conditions, may be approximated by explicit numerical integration of the above
differential equations. Explicit integration involves advancing the solution forward in time using a
large series of time increments. At the start of a time increment, nodal forces are known and nodal
accelerations are determined from Eq. (3-12). Because the mass matrix M is diagonal, solving this
system is trivial.

Unlike implicit integration, explicit integration requires no solution of

simultaneous equations. Nodal velocities midway through the increment are then estimated using
finite central difference; the accelerations are integrated in time assuming constant acceleration,
and the resulting changes in velocities are added to velocities from the prior increment:
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Velocities are next integrated through time to estimate changes in displacements, and these are
added to the displacements from the beginning of the current increment:

u t  t   u t   t t  t  u  t  t 


(3-14)

2 

which gives the new nodal displacements.
Nodal forces are computed for this new configuration according to the governing models
discussed previously (e.g. contact, soft tissue deformation), and then a new increment is started for
further advancing the simulation forward in time. The simulation continues until a specified time
is reached.
3.2.5

Stability considerations

In explicit time integration the key parameter is the time increment used to advance the
solution forward in time. A larger time increment generally results in less CPU time for simulating
a given event duration. However, the time increment must be kept sufficiently small to maintain
numerical stability. The finite central difference operator used in the numerical integration is only
conditionally stable, meaning that errors may grow without bounds if too large a time increment is
used. Instability often results in growing oscillations of variables such as displacement and system
energy. 129
The maximum time increment that maintains system stability can be approximated as the
shortest time taken for a stress wave to propagate across any deformable element in the model. For
a deformable mesh of homogeneous material:

t 

Lmin
cd

(3-15)

where Lmin is the smallest element dimension in the mesh, and cd is the dilational wave speed for
the material. This wave speed is dependent on the elastic and inertial properties of the material.
The maximum stable time increment is thus controlled by the size of the smallest element in
the mesh.

Even one or two very small elements can substantially limit the allowable time

increment and substantially lengthen CPU time for the simulation. The time increment is also
controlled by the material properties; inertial properties in particular may sometimes be adjusted in
a quasistatic simulation to increase the time increment.
Two basic approaches can be used for specifying the time increment. A variable scheme can
be used in which the FE software automatically adjusts the increment throughout the simulation.
Alternatively a fixed, constant time increment can be used.
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3.3 Imaging data collection
3.3.1

Subject

The subject-specific modeling process used imaging data from the right foot of 30-year-old
female. The subject was clinically diagnosed with asymptomatic flatfoot. She sometimes used
orthotics while running due to occasional foot pain.
3.3.2

Magnetic resonance imaging

Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging of the foot and ankle was performed at the Bone & Joint
Institute of the Penn State Milton S. Hershey Medical Center. A 1.5 T Siemens machine was used
(Fig. 3-3). Using a standard foot jig the foot was held approximately in neutral ankle position
(although about 5° plantarflexion was evident in the resulting images). A series of sagittal plane
slices covering the entire foot, ankle, and distal tibia and fibula were imaged. Isovoxels (cubic
volume elements) were obtained with dimensions of about 0.7 mm.

Acquisition parameters

included: Sequence: T1, volume interpolated GRE; Thickness: 0.7; TR: 13.7; TE: 1.98; Flip Angle:
10; and Acquisition Matrix: 0-384-384-0.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3-3. (a) The MRI scanner, and (b) a sagittal plane image.

3.3.3

Radiographs

Overall setup
A series of radiographs were taken with the foot under different loading conditions (Table
3-2).

For each loading condition, a lateral radiograph (view of the sagittal plane) and A-P

radiograph (view of the transverse plane) were made.
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Prior to each loading condition the subject stood with normal posture and toes pointing
forward. Under the right foot was an acrylic block or wedge depending on loading condition (see
below). Under the left foot was a digital bathroom scale to verify weight was equally distributed
between feet. The scale lay atop a thin wood shim used to position the scale at approximately the
same level as the acrylic block.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3-4. (a) X-ray unit and standing platform, and (b) subject with acrylic block under right foot and scale
under left foot to verify half body weight was being applied to each foot. For the lateral radiograph, the x-ray
cassette (not shown) was placed vertically, just medial to the right foot. The calibration block on the far right
includes a steel plate that was used to determine scale.

For the lateral radiograph the x-ray source was pointed horizontally. The x-ray cassette was
positioned just medial to the right foot. The foot midline and cassette were aligned perpendicular
to the source as visually assessed. The foot midline was defined as the horizontal plane-projection
of the line passing between the most posterior point of the heel and the head of the second
metatarsal. A calibration block that included a rectangular steel plate was placed in view of the xray with the plate approximately aligned with the mid-sagittal plane of the foot (Fig. 3-4b).
For the A-P radiograph, the x-ray source needed to be positioned anterior to the leg and
therefore could not point at the foot in a purely vertical direction. Instead it was pointed in the
inferior-posterior direction at about 20° away from vertical.

The x-ray cassette was placed

horizontal under the acrylic block or wedge. Two calibration blocks were included in these
radiographs, one having a steel plate near the plantar surface of the foot and one having a plate near
the level of the ankle.
The subject was instructed to stay relaxed with the foot plantigrade during the different
loading conditions. One-half body weight was applied to each foot. This was verified immediately
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before taking the radiograph by the subject checking that one-half body weight (within about 5 lbs)
was displayed on the scale under the left foot.
The different loading conditions were obtained as follows:
Neutral
For this loading condition, the acrylic block‘s top surface was horizontal (Fig. 3-4b).
Inversion and Eversion
For inversion and eversion loading conditions, instead of the above block, an acrylic wedge
was positioned under the right foot (Fig. 3-5). The wedge‘s top surface had a 15° slope such that it
caused inversion or eversion in the frontal plane (depending on which way the wedge faced).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3-5. Wedge used to cause inversion and eversion of the foot during the radiographs.

Internal and External Rotation
For these loading conditions the block with the horizontal top surface was again used. An
anteriorly-directed pointer was attached with tape and a strap to the anterior aspect of the middle of
the lower leg (Fig. 3-6). A stationary horizontal plate was fixed to the foot block with a vertical
rod. This plate had an opening for fitting around the leg, and it was positioned just under the level
of the pointer. The plate was marked off with angles in 2° increments, and the corresponding
vertex/center was positioned approximately along the long axis of the subject‘s tibia.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3-6. (a) Apparatus used to apply internal and external rotation, and (b) close-up showing pointer
strapped to lower leg and stationary plate (with curved shape) used to measure angular rotation of pointer.

With the leg and foot in neutral position, the angular position of the leg pointer was noted.
The subject was then asked to internally or externally rotate the tibia about its long axis to the
maximum comfortable extant. The angle swept by the pointer was recorded as the tibial rotation
angle.

3.4 Geometric modeling from MRI
Three-dimensional models of the bones and plantar soft tissues were created from the MRI
images. The commercial software Mimics (Materialise, Belgium) was used.
3.4.1

Segmentation of Bones

Manual and semi-automated segmentation processes were used to identify the outlines of each
bone for each two-dimensional MR image ‗slice‘. Sets of image slices in all three orthogonal
anatomical views were generated in Mimics (Fig. 3-7) based on the MRI data series (sagittal
slices). A global mask was first created to attempt to automatically identify the outer edges of the
bones (not including cartilage). The mask identified (with a color) all pixels in all slices having a
grayscale value less than a specified threshold (Fig. 3-8). This gave a rough outline for the
majority of bone edges, but two problems were encountered: (1) parts of bone edges were not
identified by the mask due to high grayscale value; and (2) extra pixels were identified by the mask
that were outside a bone but connected to that bone. Additional procedures were next performed in
order to form a smooth, closed outline for each bone. These procedures involved manually editing
the mask by adding and/or erasing individual pixels. The editing was performed slice-by-slice; the
frontal view slices were primarily used, although the other views were also edited and viewed as a
check of the segmentation. In some cases there was subjectivity involved in the outlining (Fig.
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3-9). An automated morphology operation (‗Close‘) was used in some cases to reduce choppy
edges. After the outlining masks were complete and each bone was separated from its neighbors,
an automated process was used to create separate identifiable masks for each bone. The inner
voids of each bone mask were then filled.

Fig. 3-7. MRI image slices generated for three anatomical planes within Mimics software.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3-8. Segmentation of the talus in one MRI sagittal view slice: (a) original image; (b) global masking
applied using a grayscale threshold which resulted in a single (blue) mask covering the darkest areas; and (c)
mask after manual editing to form smooth, closed outline of the bone. Major changes are identified by the
white arrows.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3-9. Segmentation of the first metatarsal in a frontal plane slice. Note in (c) the erased areas of mask
around the bone perimeter; because of the varying MRI contrast between tissues, estimation of the outline of
a bone was in some cases subjective.

3.4.2

Procedures to obtain joint congruency

Because cartilage was not included in the above bone masks, there was a gap between the
bones at each joint (Fig. 3-10). Perfect congruency was desired between the joint surfaces of bones
forming a joint. Cartilage layers were not explicitly represented in the FE model; instead they were
modeled by the contact formulation described later. To achieve the congruent joint surfaces,
automated morphology operations were first performed. Each mask was enlarged by one pixel
(about 0.7 mm wide) over its entire perimeter; this operation was performed for each slice. This
slight enlargement of the bones filled the gaps at most joints. A gap remained at the subtalar joint,
and this was resolved by enlarging the calcaneus by one additional pixel.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3-10. Obtaining congruent joint surfaces between two bones: (a) original image; (b) after segmentation
of the two bones; (c) after enlargement of each bone and Boolean operation used to remove overlapping
portions of the masks. Cartilage was modeled implicitly by the bone-to-bone contact formulation described
later.
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Boolean operations were next performed in order to eliminate the overlap of masks that was
now present at some locations of the joints. For each joint, one of the bones was chosen as the
cutter. Both masks were inspected and edited if necessary in order to give smooth joint surfaces
following the operation (as anticipated in three-dimensions). The Boolean operation was then
performed by subtracting overlapping portions of the cutter mask from the second mask.
Prior to generation of the three-dimensional bone models, the three-dimensional voxels of the
bone masks were inspected, and rough three-dimensional protrusions were deleted.
3.4.3

3D construction

For each edited bone mask a three-dimensional shell surface was determined within Mimics
(Fig. 3-11).

This surface was automatically computed by interpolating between the mask

perimeters from all the two-dimensional slices. The surface was represented by a triangulated
mesh (e.g. as defined in a stereolithography (STL) file).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3-11. The two-dimensional bone masks were interpolated across all MRI slices to create threedimensional shell surfaces.

The assembly of three-dimensional bones was inspected, and the masks for some bones were
subsequently revised. For example, due to the slight enlargement of the bones, additional joint
surface area was present between the metatarsals. These masks were manually modified in an
attempt to provide a more functionally accurate representation, and the three-dimensional surfaces
were regenerated.
3.4.4

Soft tissue segmentation

A single mask was created to represent the plantar soft tissues. A mask covering the entire
foot (including the bones) was first created using automated thresholding, manual editing to clarify
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outer skin boundaries, and automated cavity filling. Portions of this mask superior to the Achilles
insertion on the calcaneus were removed (Fig. 3-12).

Next, a mask was formed from the

combination of all the bone masks. An automated morphology operation, along with some manual
editing, was used to fill in small voids of this bone mask. The mask was then enlarged over its
entire surface by one pixel. The soft tissue mask was then modified by Boolean subtracting the
bone mask from it. The resulting soft tissue mask encapsulated the individual masks of the bones
described previously.
Further steps were taken to remove the dorsal portions of the soft tissue mask with the
rationale that they do not substantially influence bone postures and other foot mechanics during
standing. Including these tissues in the model would have substantially added to the number of
elements and computational time, and in preliminary simulations (using the model shown in Fig.
3-13) these tissues were especially susceptible to dynamic oscillations. The three-dimensional
voxels of the mask were inspected, and manual editing was performed on the two- and threedimensional versions of the mask. The superior surface was edited in order to smooth out sharp
ridges (e.g. those that filled gaps between the metatarsals). A three-dimensional shell surface was
then computed from the soft tissue mask.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3-12. Soft tissue segmentation: (a) Boolean operations were used to obtain a soft tissue mask (yellow)
which conformed to a mask formed by combination of all bones (turquoise); and (b) three-dimensional
geometric model prior to mesh improvement procedures discussed below.
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Fig. 3-13. An earlier model included the dorsal soft tissues and toes.

3.4.5

Mesh improvement: bones

The triangulated surface meshes that represented the bone geometries were each modified in
order to: (1) smooth the surfaces; and (2) reduce the number of elements (Fig. 3-14).

An

automated smoothing process was first used in an attempt to reduce noise (roughness) of the
surface for later contact simulations. Factors potentially leading to noise include the pixilated
nature of the MR images, as well as ill-defined bone boundaries and segmentation error. The
smoothing process adjusted each node (vertex of a triangle) based on the positions of its
neighboring nodes (the first order Laplacian tool in Mimics). A user-input parameter controlled the
level of smoothing. This parameter was set just high enough (0.7) to eliminate most of the
‗stepping‘ due to the pixelated nature of the MR images.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3-14. Mesh improvement of the talus: (a) original triangulated surface mesh; (b) after smoothing; and
(c) after triangle reduction.

The triangulated mesh was next coarsened in order to reduce computation time in later
simulations.
geometry.

A triangle reduction algorithm combined triangles while limiting changes in
Specifically, two adjacent triangles forming an angle larger than 15° were not

combined, and triangles were not combined if the new triangle surface was displaced more than
0.25 mm from the original surface.
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In order to further reduce the number of elements, additional smoothing and triangle reduction
was performed on large areas that were not joint surfaces. These areas included the shafts of the
metatarsals and portions of the calcaneus. Additional smoothing was also applied to some joint
surfaces in order to reduce visible roughness that might inhibit normal sliding motions. To
improve the resolution of contact detection, several large triangular elements were split into smaller
triangles.

Quality measures of the bone elements such as aspect ratio were generally not

considered because these elements were used only in contact modeling, not in deformable finite
element computations.
3.4.6

Mesh improvement: soft tissue

Mesh improvement for the soft tissue was approached differently because deformable finite
elements were later created from this surface. Element quality was of concern. Sizes of the
smallest elements in the mesh were also of concern because these sizes controlled the stable time
increment used to advance the finite element solution. The presence of one or two very small
elements would lead to long CPU times.
The mesh was made generally coarser than the bones. The smoothing and triangle reduction
operations described above were used multiple times, both globally and locally on ‗rough‘ areas.
An automated remeshing process was used to eliminate elements with poor aspect ratio.
Furthermore, triangles with the smallest edges were eliminated.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3-15. Mesh improvement for the soft tissue surface: (a) original mesh; (b) local marking of rough areas
(orange) and triangles with small edge size (green) for subsequent remeshing; and (c) final surface mesh.
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3.4.7

Exporting surface meshes

The FEA Module of Mimics was used to export the triangulated mesh of each bone and of the
soft tissue in an Abaqus (FEA) input file format (‗.inp‘). Each mesh was described by a list of
node positions and a list of triangular element nodal connectivity.

3.5 Finite element model formulation
3.5.1

Abaqus input file

In Abaqus, an ‗input file‘ is a text file used to define all aspects of the finite element model
including the loads and boundary conditions applied for a simulation. This input file can be in the
form of a series of input subfiles, each of which is a text file defining a portion of the model. These
subfiles can be partially (or in some cases completely) generated by the Abaqus graphical interface,
or they can be edited manually or with custom-written code. In the present study the subfiles were
written using a combination of these methods. Portions of the model that needed to be varied
during parameter optimization were written automatically through custom Matlab code. The below
description of the model is arranged in approximate order of appearance in the Abaqus input file.
3.5.2

Parts and meshing

Importing of surfaces and the initial foot configuration
The bone and soft tissue meshed surfaces were imported into the graphical interface (‗CAE‘)
of the commercial finite element software Abaqus. The meshes were scaled from units of mm to
m. The relative global positions of these surfaces corresponded to the MR images, and this
configuration of the foot was designated as the ‗initial configuration‘. The orientation of the global
coordinate system was verified to be well-aligned with the anatomical directions of the foot, in the
context of the uncertainty in establishing such directions. The x-y plane was parallel to within
about 1° of a horizontal plane based on the plantar surface of the foot.
Rigid Bodies
Each bone was defined as a closed shell having triangular elements covering the surface. For
the present model a total of about 9000 nodes and 18,000 elements were used to define the meshes
of all the bones, with the calcaneus defined by the most nodes at 1500 (3000 elements). A
rectangular, flat surface of rectangular elements was created using the graphical interface to
represent the floor/ground.

Each mesh definition included a list of node numbers and their

positions, and a list of element numbers and their nodal connectivity. Additionally for each bone a
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rigid body reference node was positioned at the center of the rectangular prism which bounded the
bone. This reference node was used in a rigid body constraint defined later. For the floor an
arbitrary reference node position was defined.
Soft tissue
For the soft tissue, an automated procedure in Abaqus CAE was used to create a volume mesh
of tetrahedral elements (Fig. 3-16) based on the triangulated mesh surface (i.e. through placing
many additional nodes within the volume). The elements were formulated as linear (4-noded).
The finite element mesh quality was assessed by several factors, including element aspect ratio
which is the ratio between the longest and shortest edge of each element. For the present model,
the average and worst ratio for all the elements were 1.7 and 4.0, respectively (the default limit in
Abaqus is 10). There were approximately 1600 nodes and 6400 elements forming the soft tissue
mesh.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3-16. Soft tissue mesh made of tetrahedral elements.

3.5.3

Material: hyperelastic soft tissue

A hyperelastic material was defined and assigned to the soft tissue mesh. The soft tissue
volume was homogeneous and isotropic. The hyperelastic material model was in the form of a
first-order Ogden strain energy density function, from which stress can be related to nodal
deformations as previously described (Eqs. (3-6 & (3-9). Three material properties were required
to define this material model: 0; ; and D (which controls the compressibility of the material). 0
was estimated using the parameter estimation technique described later.  was set at 6.8.121
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The compressibility parameter D is related to 0 and Poisson‘s ratio, . Many hyperelastic
models of biological tissue (e.g.

) include the assumption of incompressible behavior ( = 0.5);

121

however, using the Abaqus explicit finite element method precluded the use of this assumption
because the software has no way to impose the incompressibility constraint. Instead a nearly
incompressible model was defined with  = 0.49 (values even closer to 0.5 can lead to high
frequency noise in the solution), which results in D being defined by:

D

(3-16)

1
25  0

Although this model theoretically provided softer behavior than the perfectly incompressible
model, results should not be substantially different especially because the soft tissue is not highly
confined.129
3.5.4

Assembly

Floor orientation
The floor orientation changed across the different loading conditions (Table 3-2). Three
orientations were defined using the Abaqus graphical interface (Fig. 3-17): (1) horizontal, with the
floor‘s perpendicular aligned with the z-axis of the Abaqus global (and MRI) coordinate system;
(2) rotated 15° (relative to the horizontal orientation) about an anterior-posterior axis such that foot
inversion was caused upon loading of the foot; and (3) rotated 15° (relative to the horizontal
orientation) about an anterior-posterior axis such that foot eversion was caused. In each case the
floor was positioned so that it just touched the most inferior points of the soft tissue.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3-17.
Floor orientations: (a) horizontal for neutral, internal and external rotation foot loading
conditions; (b) sloped to cause inversion; and (c) sloped to cause eversion.
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Rigid body constraints
Rigid-body constraints were used to define the individual bone segments (Table 3-1, pg. 32).
The translations of all the nodes forming a bone segment were rigidly constrained to the six degreeof-freedom motion (three translational and three rotational displacements) of a single reference
node. For example, all the nodes forming the surface mesh of the talus were constrained to the
talus reference node positioned at the center of the talus. The rigid floor was defined in a similar
manner. For bone segments formed by more than one bone (e.g. the intermediate cuneiform and
second metatarsal segment), all nodes of the segment were constrained to the reference node of one
of the bones (the reference node of the other bone was also constrained).
Rigid body constraints were also used to attach certain nodes of the soft tissue to their adjacent
bones (Fig. 3-18). These constraints were used to represent bone-tissue connections that exist
physiologically, as well as to provide constraint between the medial and lateral soft tissues that was
unrealistically missing because of the exclusion of all soft tissue on the dorsal aspect of the foot.
Most of the nodes around the superior edge of the soft tissue were constrained to their nearest bone;
for example, soft tissue nodes along the medial aspect of the first metatarsal were included in the
rigid body constraint of the first metatarsal. Additionally, most of the soft tissue nodes contacting
the calcaneus and certain nodes contacting the heads of the metatarsals were constrained to those
bones. The nodes were selected using the Abaqus graphical interface.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3-18. Rigid body constraints: the nodes in red were attached to (a) the metatarsal bones; and (b) the
calcaneus. These constraints were intended to represent physiological connections and improve stability of
the soft tissue during the simulations.

More attachment points generally resulted in less oscillation of the soft tissue. However,
because bones moved relative to one another throughout the simulation, if two soft tissue nodes
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located near to one another were attached to two different bones, excessive deformation and
distortion of the associated soft tissue elements tended to occur. For this reason attachments were
made only to several bones and with sufficient separation between attachment regions (e.g., there
was a gap between the medial nodes constrained to the first metatarsal—Fig. 3-18a, and those
constrained to the calcaneus—Fig. 3-18b).
Inertial elements
Gravity was neglected. Mass and rotational inertia were assigned to the reference node of
each bone. The inertia was necessary because of the dynamic nature of the explicit finite element
method. The mass is associated with the three translational degrees of freedom of the rigid body,
and the rotary inertia is associated with the three rotational degrees of freedom. Each mass was set
to 0.008 kg, and each rotary inertia matrix was set to:

0
0 
0.00001

I  0
0.00001
0  kg m2
0
0.00001
 0
Point mass and rotary inertia were also assigned to the nodes that were attachment points of
the ligament springs. Because the springs themselves have no inertia associated with them, this
was a necessary step for the explicit analysis. These inertial properties were set arbitrarily very
small, with masses of 0.00001 kg and rotary inertia values (each element of the diagonal) of
0.0000001 kg m2.
3.5.5

Ligaments

Each ligament connected two bones and was modeled by a tension-only spring in parallel with
a dashpot. The dashpots are discussed later in the context of model damping (3.6.2). Ligament
attachment points on the bones were selected with the Abaqus graphical interface (Fig. 3-19).
Nodes were selected that appeared to be a good discrete representation of the corresponding
physiological ligament attachment area based on anatomical descriptions, photographs, and
schematics.131
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Fig. 3-19. Ligament placements. Each ligament is modeled as a spring in parallel with a dashpot and is
shown by a thin yellow line (with dashpot symbol) connecting two nodes. Views: (a) medial side; (b) plantar
aspect of medial arch; and (c) dorsal aspect of the midfoot.

For each ligament spring, zero displacement corresponded to the initial foot configuration
(i.e., with relative bone positions being the same as in the MRI scans). The spring‘s forcedisplacement relationship had zero force for displacements less than d0, and linearly increasing
force for displacements greater than d0 (Fig. 3-20).
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F,
force

F  k d  d 0 
k

0

d0

d, displacement
from neutral

Fig. 3-20.
Force-displacement model for the ligaments. Displacement is relative to the initial foot
configuration; i.e. at the start of a simulation all ligaments had displacement values of zero. d0 can take on
negative values which leads to a ligament preload in the initial foot configuration.

Values for d0 and for k, the spring constant, generally differed for different ligament springs.
These values were estimated through functional groupings of the ligaments (listed in sec. 3.7.2) and
the parameter optimization technique described later.
3.5.6

Contact model

Contact between the individual bones was modeled using the penalty approach introduced in
sec. 3.2.2, pg. 35. A pressure-overclosure relationship was formulated which dictated levels of
resistive force arising due to overclosure (penetration) between the outer surfaces of bodies (Fig.
3-21).
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Fig. 3-21. Joint contact pressures arising from overclosure of medial arch bones during a simulation. The
navicular is not displayed to enable a view of pressures on the cuneiforms (left) and talus (right).

Articular contact has been modeled by many joint biomechanists as contact between rigid
bones, each bone having a thin covering of an isotropic, linear elastic material representing
cartilage. This cartilage layer can be modeled explicitly with deformable finite elements, or
implicitly (not to be confused with explicit/implicit finite element methods previously discussed)
by a layer of discrete springs distributed across the rigid body surface.132 In this latter approach,
the spring locations can be node locations in a finite element model. A pressure arising from a
particular overclosure between two bodies corresponds to spring forces within the contact area.
For small amounts of overclosure, u n , contact theory for this simplified model gives the
pressure normal to the surface as:

 un 

 b 

 n  S
with, S 

(3-17)

1  E
1   1  2 

where E is the elastic modulus,  is Poisson‘s ratio, and b is the thickness for the cartilage layer.
For larger amounts of overclosure, the above theory does not apply. Pressure should approach
infinity as the cartilage layers compress down to zero thickness and the rigid bodies nearly contact.
Blankevoort et al. (1991) used the following pressure-overclosure relationship:
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For u n =0, this relationship gives the same pressure  n

(3-18)
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the small-overclosure relationship (Eq. 3-17) gives. Furthermore, for u n  b when the cartilage is
fully compressed,  n

u n b

.

The above contact model was used in preliminary tests in the present research. However, it
appeared that the stable time increment was reduced, perhaps because of the rapid change in the
pressure-overclosure relationship for higher overclosures.

A modified, ad hoc model was

implemented (Fig. 3-22). This model included an initial slope in agreement with the smalldisplacement contact theory, and slope increased by a factor of 1.5 over each subsequent 0.1 mm
increment.

pressure
8
(x10 Pa)

present
study

Blankevoort et al.
(1991)

overclosure (mm)

Fig. 3-22. Pressure-overclosure relationship used to model contact.

The above contact model was applied for all bone-to-bone contact and bone-soft tissue
contact. This contact was modeled as frictionless; only normal forces resulted with no tangential
forces. Conversely for the contact between the plantar surface of the soft tissue and the floor, the
‗hard‘ contact model in Abaqus was applied. This model results in no overclosure between the
surfaces, even for high pressures. Furthermore a Coulomb friction model with  = 0.6 was used for
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the floor contact, primarily to prevent slipping of the foot relative to the floor.5 The Abaqus
graphical interface was used to identify portions of the outer surface of the soft tissue that were
anticipated to contact the floor.
3.5.7

Displacement boundary conditions

For each loading condition (including inversion and eversion in which the floor was sloped),
the floor was constrained through the simulation to have zero displacement for all six degrees of
freedom.
The tibial orientation was constrained due to anticipated influence of the proximal leg. For all
loading conditions, rotations in the sagittal and frontal planes (rotational degrees of freedom about
the medial-lateral and anterior-posterior axes) were set to zero (corresponding to the initial
configuration). For all loading conditions except internal and external rotation, tibial rotation in the
transverse plane was also set to zero. For internal and external rotation, rotational displacement in
the transverse plane (Fig. 3-23) was ramped from zero at t = 0 sec to some final magnitude at t =
0.20 sec and then held constant for the remainder of the simulation. This final magnitude was set
to the angle of tibial rotation (either internal or external) that was measured experimentally (sec.
3.3.3). The three translational degrees of freedom of the tibial reference node were not constrained.

Fig. 3-23. Internal and external rotation loading conditions were applied by displacing the tibia the same
amount as measured during the corresponding radiographs.

3.5.8

External Loads

The external loads acting on the foot during simulated standing consisted of: (1) a downward
vertical force on the tibia; and (2) an upward vertical force on the superior-posterior tuberosity of
the calcaneus representing pull of the Achilles tendon. Gravity was neglected. The tibial force was
applied to the tibial reference node, and the Achilles force was applied to a node approximately in
the center of the expected Achilles insertion area. Both forces were ramped from an initial value at
t = 0 sec to a final value at t = 0.20 sec. The initial value was set at 10% of the final value (for
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stability reasons discussed later). These external forces were the same for all loading conditions;
the differences between loading conditions were in the floor orientation and tibial rotation.
The final values for the tibial and Achilles forces were based on a simplified two-dimensional
statics model of a single-segment foot during standing (Fig. 3-24, Fig. 3-25). It was assumed that
three forces act on the foot: the tibial force, the Achilles force, and the ground reaction force. It
was further assumed that the Achilles force was equal to 50% of the ground reaction force, an
assumption used in several previous models of the foot during standing.5,114

Ftibia
FAchilles

foot

FGRF

Fig. 3-24. Simplified statics model of foot during standing used to estimate the external tibial load.

The ground reaction force has magnitude of approximately one half of body weight during
quiet standing. From static equilibrium:
(3-19)

3
Ftibia   FGRF  FAchilles   FGRF
2
Ftibia
FAchilles

Fig. 3-25. External forces (in red) were the same (Eq.(3-19) for all loading conditions.
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3.5.9

Simulation

For each loading condition, standing on the foot was simulated using an explicit dynamics
finite element simulation in Abaqus. A 0.25 sec event duration was used. The foot was initialized
in the configuration corresponding to the MRI scan, and the above loadings and boundary
conditions were applied. A fixed time increment of 2e-5 sec was used to advance the simulation
forward in time. Because all loadings and boundary conditions were held constant after t = 0.2 sec,
the final 0.05 sec of the event was intended to allow static equilibrium to be achieved.

3.6 Techniques used to improve stability and reduce computational time
3.6.1

Overview

Several techniques were used in order to achieve a stable simulation without substantial
dynamic oscillations, while attempting to minimize CPU time. This CPU time needed to be
relatively small (minutes, not hours) in order to perform the parameter optimization, which
required many simulations, within a reasonable amount of total time. The final parameters and
techniques described below were arrived at after extensive testing.
The finite central difference operator used to numerically integrate the equations of motion is
conditionally stable, meaning that the solution can become unstable if the time increment is too
large (3.2.5, pg. 39). Abaqus compares deformation speed to stress wave speed and halts the
simulation if unstable conditions are detected. Furthermore, numerical instability can result in
detectable, increasing oscillations in the system.
Dynamic oscillations that are accurately predicted by the simulation can result from quick
changes in load or insufficient constraint (e.g. insufficient soft tissue attachment). A goal was to
prevent these oscillations and produce a smooth transient response.
Although the explicit finite element method is essentially a forward dynamics simulation, the
transient response was not ultimately of interest in the present study. The important results were
the positions, stresses, etc. after the transient loading when static equilibrium was achieved. In
order to achieve a stable, smooth simulation with low CPU time, changes were made to (primarily)
the dynamic aspects of the model.

Damping was added, certain nonphysiological inertial

properties were assigned, and the loading and total event duration were shortened. The assumption
was that primarily only the transient response would change, not the steady-state results (because
inertial and damping forces vanish at steady-state). This assumption was then tested.
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3.6.2

Damping

Two forms of damping were used to mitigate oscillations and fast transient responses.
Discrete dashpots were placed in parallel to the ligament springs, and additional ones were attached
to the tibia. Bulk viscosity was applied to the entire model. Unwanted dynamic behavior of the
individual bones and the soft tissue volume occurred in primarily two forms. First, dynamic
oscillations occurred throughout the simulation. Second, fast transient response tended to occur at
the start of a simulation (when the foot was unstressed) as external loads were applied, and in some
cases, as preloaded ligaments exerted instantaneous forces.
Unfortunately the addition of damping generally decreases the stable time increment.
Furthermore, damping can result in transient lag and ‗drift‘ motions of the mechanism following
the loading phase as the mechanism comes to equilibrium. Damping parameters were chosen with
the goal of minimizing oscillations, without substantially decreasing the stable time increment, and
with the mechanism achieving static equilibrium before the end of the simulation.
A discrete linear dashpot was placed in parallel to each spring representing a ligament. These
dashpots decreased oscillations of bone relative to bone. Each dashpot constant was set to 50
N(m/s)-1.
Three discrete linear dashpots were connected between the tibia reference node and the floor.
These dashpots reduced oscillations of the tibia and entire foot. The dashpots were connected to
points in space that were rigidly constrained to the floor, such that the orientations of the three
dashpots were approximately anterior-posterior, medial lateral, and superior inferior. Each dashpot
constant was set to 75 N(m/s)-1.
Bulk viscosity was applied to the entire model. By default Abaqus applies a linear and a
quadratic bulk viscosity. Bulk viscosity pressures are generated which are linear and quadratic,
respectively, functions of volumetric strain rates. Levels 50% larger than the defaults were used.
3.6.3

Temporary forces to counteract ligament preloads

During the parameter optimization process (described later), the ligament spring properties
were sometimes varied such that tensile forces were present in the initial configuration of the foot.
These forces could cause instantaneous ‗shock‘ loads at the start of the simulation, leading to
unstable behavior. To counteract these forces, opposing external forces were temporarily applied
to the ligament attachment nodes. These non-physiological forces were applied at t = 0 with
magnitude and direction equal and opposite the computed spring tensile force in the initial foot
configuration. During the first 0.05 sec of the simulation the forces were ramped down to zero
magnitude while direction was held constant.

The bones moved and the ligaments changed
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direction slightly during this short time period, causing the directions of the opposing forces to not
be exactly aligned with the ligaments; however the technique appeared to provide significant
reduction of the shock loads caused by ligament preloading. Another technique used to counteract
the ligament preloads was that the tibial and Achilles external loads were initialized (t = 0) at 10%
of their final values instead of zero. These slight loads appeared to help provide some restraint at
the start of the simulation when ligament preloads were present.
3.6.4

Increase of minimum element sizes

Very small deformable elements were prevented in order to increase the stable time increment.
Deformable elements included the tetrahedral elements representing the soft tissue mesh and the
spring elements representing the ligaments. For the soft tissue mesh, very small elements were
avoided during the meshing process as previously discussed.
For the one-dimensional ligament springs, small element lengths were not initially prevented.
The ligament attachment nodes were selected with the aim of providing physiologically realistic
lines of action. However, subsequent to placing the springs, the lengths were computed for the
initial foot configuration. Springs with lengths less than 3 mm were lengthened to 3 mm. This was
done by placing two new attachment nodes along the line of action of the original spring. Each
new node was then included in the rigid body constraint of its corresponding bone.
3.6.5

Mass scaling

The most important property in terms of resulting stability of the simulation was the soft tissue
density. The soft tissue elements were deformable (along with the ligament springs), so a higher
density resulted in a larger stable time increment. However higher density also tended to cause
oscillatory behavior (wobbling) of the soft tissue. To attempt to minimize CPU time while
achieving a smooth response, a low global density value of 500 kg m-3 (about half that of water)
was applied, and then this density was increased locally for the soft tissue elements which limited
the stable time increment (the smallest elements). The stable time increment for each element was
first determined using the graphical interface of Abaqus. The elements having the worst stable
increments were grouped into categories, and their densities were increased by scaling factors
(Table 3-4).
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Table 3-4. Mass (density) scaling scheme for select soft tissue elements that had the smallest dimensions. A
total of about 5% of the elements were scaled by one of three factors.

stable time

number of

increment

elements

(before scaling)

(% of total)

lowest

11 (0.2 %)

7.5

lower

55 (0.9 %)

5.0

low

279 (4.3 %)

2.5

all other elements

6094 (94.6 %)

1.0

density scaling
factor

The above graduated scaling scheme was developed with the aim of scaling density for the
smallest elements just enough so that they did not limit the stable time increment. Only small
increases in oscillatory behavior of the soft tissue occurred due to this scaling because scaling
factors were minimized and because only a limited number of the smallest elements were scaled.
Furthermore, the locations of these scaled elements were verified to be scattered across the mesh.
3.6.6

Event duration and load application

The physical process of starting with the foot unloaded and applying quasistatic standing loads
might be considered an event with time duration of 1 to 2 sec. Simulation of a shorter event
duration generally requires less CPU time than is required to simulate a longer duration (less
increments for a given increment size). But applying loads and boundary conditions that change
too quickly tends to lead to instability and oscillation. An event duration of 0.25 sec, including
0.20 sec of loading and 0.05 sec of settling time, enabled low CPU time with a smooth response.
Loads and transient boundary conditions were applied using ramp increases as previously
described. Ramp loading was used instead of step loading in order to avoid instantaneous, ‗shock‘
loads which tend to cause unstable behavior.
3.6.7

Fixed time incrementation

A fixed time increment of 2.0e-5 sec was specified for advancing the dynamic solution
forward in time. The fixed time incrementation was used instead of automatic, variable time
incrementation in which the software adjusts the time increment throughout the simulation based
on stability predictions. In preliminary simulations that utilized variable time incrementation, the
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time increment was initialized at a relatively high level (say, 2.5e-5), but was soon lowered to
much smaller levels (say, 0.6e-5) for the remainder of the simulation. This increased total CPU
time of a simulation dramatically. Thus a relatively high fixed time increment was specified that
was lower than the initial maximum stable time increment of the model, with the latter determined
by Abaqus in preliminary simulations.
3.6.8

Validation of CPU time-saving techniques

The methods described above were used to shorten CPU time while providing a smooth,
stable simulation with only small oscillations. The effect of these time-saving methods on final
bone positions and orientations was tested. For each loading condition, a simulation was executed
as described above, and additionally a full simulation was executed without using certain timesaving methods (Table 3-5). A convenient method for comparing the results of the two simulation
types was to compare their optimization residual vectors, i.e. their differences with the bone
positions measured experimentally from the radiographs (described more later). This validation
process was carried out for several sets of design parameters.
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Table 3-5. Validation of CPU time-saving techniques by comparison with results from full simulations.
Differences in the two types of simulations are shown.

shortened simulation
aspect of model

with time-saving

full simulation

methods

ligament spring lengths

mass scaling

lengthening of springs
with length < 3 mm

local scaling of small
soft tissue elements

no lengthening,
except for the two
smallest ligaments

no local scaling

event duration and load

0.25 sec with load

1.0 sec with load

application

applied over 0.20 sec

applied over 0.75 sec

fixed increment of

default automated,

2.0e-5 sec

variable scheme

~10 min

~1 hr, 45 min

time incrementation

CPU time required
(per loading condition,
on a computing node with,
e.g., Dual 2.4 GHz AMD
Opteron Processors)

3.7 Parameter estimation using Optimization
3.7.1

Overview

An optimization algorithm was used to adjust certain ‗design parameters‘, vector x, of the
model so that after simulations of standing the resulting bone positions and orientations ‗best
matched‘ those measured from the radiographs (Fig. 3-26). This parameter estimation process
involved Matlab and C code interacting with Abaqus finite element software. The different text
sections that follow correspond to the different parts of the below flowchart (as labeled).
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design
parameters
xinitial (sec. 3.7.2)

model
definition
(sec. 3.7.3)

radiograph bone
positions
(sec. 3.7.4)

objective function
(sec. 3.7.5)
write FEA input files

adjust x:
LevenbergMarquardt
(sec. 3.7.6)

FEA simulations
(Abaqus; 5 loading
conditions)
determination of bone
positions

evaluate objective
function, f (compare
bone positions)

no

error
minimized
?

yes
xoptimal
and final
model
Fig. 3-26. Parameter estimation using optimization. Certain ‗design parameters‘ (soft tissue properties) of
the model were adjusted until the FEA simulations of standing resulted in bone positions that compared well
to those measured from radiographs of the same subject.

3.7.2

Design parameters and scaling

The design parameters, x, were chosen with the following goals in mind:


each design parameter should have uncertainty in its value



the primary results of the analysis should be sensitive to changes in each design
parameter



the total number of design parameters should be kept fairly small

The first goal relates to the fundamental motivation behind parameter estimation: we have
certain model parameters with unknown values we wish to estimate. The second goal is important
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because if the resulting bone positions and orientations are not sensitive to changes in a particular
model parameter, then it is not critical to estimate that parameter with high accuracy. The third
goal involves the desire to simplify the optimization process by keeping the number of design
parameters sufficiently small. Nonlinear optimization problems with larger numbers of design
parameters can be more difficult primarily because they can have more local minima. Furthermore
in most optimization algorithms, more design parameters leads to more function evaluations per
iteration which is important when CPU times are high for each evaluation.
To help meet the third goal of having few design parameters, several of the design parameters
were defined as ‗global‘ parameters as follows. The ligaments were placed into functional groups
in which all the ligaments of a particular group were considered to have the same spring stiffness,
k, and rest displacement, d0 (Table 3-6). (Force was determined according to Fig. 3-20, page 57.)
Table 3-6.
Ligament functional groups and the scheme for assigning spring stiffnesses and rest
displacements based on a limited number of design parameters, x. The ligament size factors si were assigned
based on the literature: s1 = 0.5, s2 = 1.0, and s3 = 2.0. The following anatomical abbreviations are used
below: ant = anterior; pos = posterior; med = medial; lat = lateral; dor = dorsal; plt = plantar; int =
interosseous. Bone abbreviations: Tib = tibia; Fib = fibula; Tal = talus; Cal = calcaneus; Nav = navicular;
Cub = cuboid; Cun1 = medial cuneiform, etc.; Met1 = first metatarsal, etc.

functional group

ligaments

stiffness

rest
displacement

ankle_compliant

ant TibTal (deltoid)
pos TalFib

s 1 x1

x2

ankle_medium

pos TibTal (deltoid)
ant TalFib

s 2 x1

x2

ankle_taut

TibCal (deltoid)
CalFib

s 1 x1

0

subtalar

int TalCal
Cervical (TalCal)
lat TalCal
pos TalCal
med TalCal

s 1 x1

x3

TibNav_deltoid

TibNav (deltoid)

s 1 x1

x3
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dor_midfoot

TalNav
CalNav (bifurcate)
dor CubNav
dor Cun1Nav
dor Cun2Nav
dor Cun3Nav
dor Cun3Cub
dor-med InterCun (Cun1Cun2)
dor-lat InterCun (Cun2Cun3)

s 2 x1

0

spring

spring (CalNav)

s 2 x1

x3

long_plantar

long plt CalMet2
long plt CalMet3
long plt CalMet4
long plt CalMet5

s 1 x1

x3

plt_midfoot_medium

plt CubNav
plt Cun3Cub
plt InterCun (Cun1Cun2)

s 2 x1

x3

plt_midfoot_stiff

int CubNav
int Cun3Cub

s 3 x1

x3

Cun1Nav

plt Cun1Nav
med Cun1Nav

s 2 x1

x3

plt_CunNav

plt Cun2Nav
plt Cun3Nav

s 2 x1

x3

int_Cun

int-med Cun (Cun1Cun2)
int-lat Cun (Cun2Cun3)

s 3 x1

0

dor_TarsoMet

dor TarsoMet Cun1Met1
dor TarsoMet Cun1Met2
dor TarsoMet Cun3Met2
dor TarsoMet CubMet5

s 2 x1

0

plt_TarsoMet

plt TarsoMet Cun1Met1
plt TarsoMet Cun1Met2
plt TarsoMet Cun1Met3
int TarsoMet Cun1Met2

s 2 x1

x3

int_Met1Met2

int Met1Met2

s 1 x1

0

int_Met

int Met2Met3
int Met3Met4
int Met4Met5

s 3 x1

0
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deep-transverse_Met

deep-transverse Met1Met2
deep-transverse Met2Met3
deep-transverse Met3Met4
deep-transverse Met4Met5

s 2 x1

0

plantar_fascia

plantar_fascia CalMet1
plantar_fascia CalMet2
plantar_fascia CalMet3
plantar_fascia CalMet4
plantar_fascia CalMet5

s 1 x1

x3

Spring stiffness for a ligament group was determined by:

k  si x1

(3-20)

where x1 was the first design parameter and si was a size factor for the ligament group. This size
factor took on one of the following three values: s1 = 0.5; s2 = 1.0; or s3 = 2.0. Thus, at a particular
stage of the optimization the ligaments took on one of three stiffnesses, with the level of all
stiffnesses scaled by a global stiffness factor x1.
Ligaments were grouped and size factors were assigned to those groups (Table 3-6) based on
the literature. The spring constant associated with a linear elastic prismatic bar in uniaxial tension
is

AE
, where A is the cross-sectional area, E is the elastic modulus, and L is the length of the bar.
L

The ratio

A
has been measured for some foot ligaments using a ‗freeze-fracture‘ method.133 For
L

such ligaments, in the present work constant E was assumed and the ratio

A
informed the choice
L

of ligament grouping and size factor. Ligaments with near-average ratios were assigned a size
factor, si, of 1.0, ligaments with higher ratios were assigned a factor of 2.0, and ones with lower
ratios were assigned a factor of 0.5. For the other ligaments, size factor/grouping was assigned
based on anatomical, mostly qualitative, studies.131
Ligament rest displacement, d0, was controlled by design parameters x2 and x3 (Table 3-6).
Several ankle ligaments were assigned a rest displacement of x2. These ligaments have been
reported to remain slack during ankle flexion89,134; however, their behavior likely influences bone
motions during other movements including internal/external rotation. The TibCal and CalFib ankle
ligaments have been reported to remain taut during many motions.89

These ligaments were

assigned a rest displacement of zero (just taut in the neutral foot configuration). Ligaments on the
plantar aspect of the foot were assigned a rest displacement of x3. These ligaments likely support
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the arch during standing loads, and in flatfooted individuals they may be attenuated.

The

mechanical behavior of these ligaments was judged important to estimate on a subject-specific
basis. Other ligaments were assigned a rest displacement of zero in the neutral configuration, a
common assumption used in musculoskeletal modeling in the absence of rest length data.
The fourth design parameter, x4, was the initial shear modulus, 0, of the hyperelastic plantar
soft tissue.
The design parameters were scaled to improve the equality in how sensitive the objective
function was to changes in each design parameter. Scaling was deemed important because the
design parameters had large differences in order of magnitude. The ‗scaled design parameters‘,
vector z, were defined relative to x as:

0
0
0   z1 
 x1  25e3
x   0
0.002
0
0   z 2 
 2  
 x3   0
0
0.002
0   z3 
  
 
0
0
10e3  z 4 
 x4   0

(3-21)

The scaled design parameters were the ones explicitly adjusted by the optimization algorithm, and
x was recovered using Eq. (3-21) when computing each objective function.
3.7.3

Model definition

The finite element model of the foot was defined using a series of Abaqus subinput files as
previously described. The aspects of the model not influenced by the design parameters were not
changed during the parameter estimation process.
3.7.4

Radiograph bone positions

Each radiograph was processed prior to optimization in order to quantify bone positions. A
bone position was characterized by the edge locations of the ‗bounding rectangle‘ which
encompassed the bone outline (Fig. 3-27). Custom code (written in Matlab) was used to adjust the
radiograph contrast, register the image orientation, determine the scaling factor, and ultimately
place the bounding rectangles.
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Fig. 3-27. Lateral-view radiograph of the subject during the neutral loading condition. Bounding rectangle
edges were placed to quantify bone positions. The bounding edges shown above could be reliably identified
and were used in the parameter optimization. The top edge location of the acrylic block (yellow) was also
used in the optimization, and the entire image was slightly rotated to align this edge horizontally. A steel
calibration plate for scaling is visible on the left.

The radiographs were obtained in 32-bit uncompressed Windows Bitmap (.bmp) format with
an image width of 1120 pixels and height of 944 pixels. The images were large enough to include
the foot and adjacent calibration blocks. Each image was first converted to grayscale. A Matlab
algorithm (‗imadjust‘) was then used to increase the contrast by remapping the intensity values
such that 1% of the data were saturated at low and high intensities.
The image was slightly rotated in order to have commonality in orientation between
radiograph and model. The lateral radiographs were rotated such that the top edge of the base plate
was horizontal (Fig. 3-27). The A-P radiographs were rotated such that the foot midline was
vertical, where the foot midline passed through the center of the head of the second metatarsal and
the midpoint of the line connecting the most medial and most lateral points of the tibia and fibula,
respectively. These registrations were accomplished through interactive selection of points on the
image and subsequent processing.
Bounding rectangle coordinates in pixels were next determined for the bones. A bone‘s
bounding rectangle was defined by the maximum/minimum spatial extents of the bone, i.e. the
rectangle which just barely encompassed the bone. For each bone the user zoomed-in on the bone
and dragged the edges of its bounding rectangle so that the edges just touched the most extreme
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prominences (Fig. 3-27, Fig. 3-28).

Code was written to automatically generate the initial

rectangle based on the zoom window and to record the final edge positions. A bounding edge was
also placed along the top edge of the floor for the lateral radiographs of the neutral, internal
rotation, and external rotation loading conditions.

Fig. 3-28. Lateral-view radiograph from the inversion loading condition, and the corresponding bounding
rectangles. Here the subject is standing on a sloped wedge.

Some bounding rectangle edges could not be accurately placed because the corresponding
bone edges could not be deciphered. This occurred primarily because these bone edges were
obscured by other overlapping bones. For some joints, at first inspection a bone edge seemed
defined, but it was not clear whether the most extreme prominences occurred along this edge, or
along another less visible edge at a different ‗depth‘. The bounding edges not identified were later
omitted when formulating the objective function. The bounding edges for the tibia/fibula were also
omitted because of slight differences in ankle flexion between radiograph and model. Fig. 4-4 in
the Results section displays the bounding edges that were successfully identified on the lateral
radiographs for our subject.
Scale factors were determined using the calibration blocks included in the radiograph images
(Fig. 3-27). These scale factors were used to convert bounding rectangle coordinates from pixels to
meters. Points defining the length and width of the calibration block‘s steel plate were selected in
the image, and the same dimensions were measured on the physical block using a digital caliper.
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3.7.5

Objective function

Overview
The design parameters were estimated through minimization of an objective function by an
iterative optimization. This objective function evaluation involved several major steps: (1) writing
of FEA model input files based on the current values of the design parameters, x; (2) FEA
simulation using Abaqus for each loading condition; (3) determination of model bone positions
through reading of results files and kinematic transformations; (4) determination of twodimensional projected bone positions (‗virtual radiographs‘) and (4) evaluation of the objective
function value.

Custom-written code interacting with Abaqus performed all processes

automatically without user-intervention because these steps were repeated many times during
optimization.
This objective function value was the sum of the squared differences between radiograph and
model bone positions, specifically between the ‗bounding rectangle‘ edges.

The bounding

rectangles for the radiographs were determined prior to the optimization process as described
above. The bounding rectangles for the model were determined by performing virtual radiographs
and then computing the limits of node positions.
The objective function was defined as:

f x k    clj  clj x k 
nl

ne

2

(3-22)

l 1 j 1

where nl = the number of loading conditions (five), ne = the number of bounding rectangle edges
per loading (recall that some edges were omitted), clj is the coordinate (horizontal or vertical) of a
particular bounding edge from the experimental radiograph, and clj x k  is the corresponding
coordinate from the model (based on the current model design parameters x k ). Additional details
are provided in the subsections below.
Writing of FEA input files
During parameter estimation, at the beginning of each function evaluation three Abaqus
subinput files were automatically rewritten based on the current design parameters, x: (1) a file
defining the ligament spring properties (Table 3-6, pg. 69); (2) a file defining the plantar soft tissue
properties; and (3) a file specifying the temporary forces to counteract ligament preloads (when
applicable). For the file defining the soft tissue properties, in addition to the update of 0, D was
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updated according to Eq. (3-16). For the file specifying temporary forces to counteract ligament
preloads, ligament spring preloads were computed based on the current spring properties.
FEA simulations
For each function evaluation during optimization, an FEA simulation was executed for each of
the five loading conditions. Enacting a particular loading condition was achieved by (1) specifying
whether the floor was horizontal, sloped for inversion, or sloped for eversion; and (2) specifying
whether internal rotation, external rotation, or fixed (no rotation) displacement boundary condition
should be applied to the tibia (Table 3-2, pg. 33). Abaqus Explicit was executed through issuing
the operating system command ‗abaqus analysis‘, using the Matlab routine ‗system‘.
Determination of bone positions: three-dimensional
Final bone positions and orientations were determined following each simulation. Output to
the Abaqus ‗selected results‘ file was requested for the six degrees of freedom displacements for all
bone reference nodes, at time frames spaced apart by 0.0025 sec throughout the simulation (100
frames total). The selected results file was converted into an ASCII-formatted results file using
Abaqus utility functions.
The results file provided a large sequential stream of ‗records‘ that needed to be parsed
through to retrieve the bone displacements. A custom code was written in C for this purpose, and it
was subsequently compiled into a MEX-function that was callable by Matlab. This code stepped
through each record and identified those indicating the simulation time frame and those indicating
the bone displacements. The data were interpreted and sorted by time frame and bone. The
displacements from the final four time frames were averaged to yield the ‗final‘ six degree-offreedom displacements of the bone reference nodes. This averaging was intended to reduce the
influence of small noisy oscillations typically present.
Displaced positions of all the nodes of a bone were computed using the above final
displacements of the bone‘s reference node.

The 4x4 homogeneous transformation matrix

describing the final reference node pose was computed using the Abaqus convention for finite
rotations and the initial pose of the reference node. Applying the rigid body assumption, the final
reference node pose was then used along with the nodal local coordinates relative to the reference
node to map the displaced nodal positions.
Determination of bone positions: two-dimensional projections
‗Virtual radiographs‘ and corresponding bounding rectangles of the displaced bones (from the
end of the simulation) were next determined. The fundamental steps will first be described,
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followed by description of slight adjustments made to attempt to align overall foot orientations
between the model and radiograph images.
The displaced nodes of the model were projected onto two-dimensional planes (Fig. 3-29).
The projection corresponding to the lateral radiograph was made onto the y-z plane of the global
coordinate system, and the projection corresponding to the A-P radiograph was made onto the x-y
plane of the global system (since the global system was aligned with the anatomical directions).
Coordinates of the bounding rectangle edges for each bone were determined by computing the
maximums and minimums of the projected nodal coordinates. As described previously, in the MRI
segmentation process each bone was enlarged by one or two pixels as part of a process to fill the
gaps at the joints. To compensate for this enlargement, the bounding rectangle edges were shifted
inward by the appropriate number of pixel widths.
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model at end of simulation
of standing

A-P ‘virtual radiograph’

lateral ‘virtual radiograph’

Fig. 3-29. ‗Virtual radiographs‘ of model following a simulation of standing. After projecting all the bone
nodes of the model onto the two planes, the code computed the bounding rectangles for each bone (dashed
lines). Small inward shifts of the bounding edges were made to compensate for an enlargement step taken
during previous MRI segmentation. Several bones are not shown in the lateral view for clarity.

In order for a meaningful comparison of bone bounding rectangles between a radiograph and
virtual radiograph performed on the model, the virtual radiograph needed to be performed such that
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the three-dimensional orientation of the model was similar to the foot‘s orientation during the
actual radiograph.

As described previously, the process of determining the bone bounding

rectangles from the experimental lateral radiograph involved slightly rotating the radiograph to
align the floor horizontally. In the model the floor edges were also exactly horizontal in the sagittal
plane. However, in the model the transverse plane orientation of the foot after loading was slightly
different than that of the foot during radiographs. This was most evidenced by a difference
between lateral experimental and virtual radiographs in the horizontal distance between the most
anterior points of the heads of the first and fifth metatarsal. The final virtual radiograph of the
model was thus determined after iteratively rotating the model in the transverse plane until its firstto-fifth metatarsal head distance was similar to that in the experimental radiograph. For the virtual
A-P radiographs of the model, the alignment process was less complex. The model was rotated in
the transverse plane until the projected foot midline was aligned with vertical (as in the
experimental radiographs). The foot midline was determined automatically by assuming that a
particular projected node defined the center of the second metatarsal head, with this node number
identified prior to the optimization.
For each radiograph view, the model bounding rectangles were then translated as a group such
that one specific vertical and one horizontal rectangle edge were exactly aligned with the
corresponding edges on the radiograph. For the lateral views, the left/anterior edge of the talus and
the bottom/inferior edge of the calcaneus were aligned. For the A-P views, the left/medial edge of
the navicular and the top/anterior edge of the talus were aligned. These edges were chosen because
they could be reliably identified for all loading conditions.
Evaluation of objective function
The objective function value was the sum of the squared differences (distances) between the
radiograph and model bounding rectangle edges (Fig. 3-30). The lateral radiographs from each
loading condition were included in the evaluation. The A-P radiographs were not included because
the model tended to have poor alignment with these radiographs, presumably related to the 25° offvertical angle used when making the radiographs. This poor alignment was expected to overly
influence the optimization process. Bounding rectangle edges that could not be reliably placed on
the radiographs were also omitted from the objective function, as were the two edges used in
translational alignment of the bounding rectangles between radiograph and model.
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Fig. 3-30. The objective function was defined as the sum of the squares of the distances between the
radiograph-determined (solid) and model (dashed) bounding edges that quantified bone positions. These
distances were summed over all five loading conditions. Projected nodes of the model are also shown.

The objective function was defined as:

f x k    clj  clj x k 
nl

ne

2

(3-23)

l 1 j 1





with clj  clj xk   0 for omitted bounding rectangle edges
2

where nl = the number of loading conditions (five), ne = the number of bounding rectangle edges
per loading, clj is the coordinate (horizontal or vertical) of a particular bounding edge from the
experimental radiograph, and clj x k  is the corresponding coordinate from the model (based on
the current model design parameters x k ). Fig. 4-4 in the Results section displays the bounding
edges that were included in calculating the objective function for our subject (they could be
identified on the lateral radiographs).
3.7.6

Levenberg-Marquardt optimization

The Levenberg-Marquardt routine of Matlab (‗lsqnonlin‘) was used as the optimization
algorithm to attempt to minimize the objective function by varying the design parameters. A
custom Levenberg-Marquardt code was also written and used successfully on simpler problems,
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but the commercial version was settled on because of its sophisticated and tested technique for
adjusting the ‗damping‘ factor and for determining a good step size  at each iteration during the
optimization.

The Levenberg-Marquardt routine called the custom code for evaluating the

objective function, and this code interacted with Abaqus as previously described.
At each iteration the Levenberg-Marquardt method (see Appendix C) performs three basic
steps to update the design parameters in an attempt to lower the objective function: (1) the Jacobian
of the objective function with respect to the design parameters is numerically computed using finite
differencing; (2) the step direction, p kLM , is computed per Eq. (C-11) based on the current Jacobian
and factor ;135 and (3) a scalar step size, , is determined by line search136 and the design
parameters are updated accordingly.
When computing the Jacobian using finite differencing, by default the Matlab routine uses
very small perturbations (based on machine precision) of the scaled design parameters, implicitly
assuming a noiseless objective function. However, in the present study the objective function was
directly dependent on the bone positions at the end of dynamic simulations with relatively short
static settling periods. As expected, these final bone positions had small components of noise due
to dynamic oscillations.

In the presence of such noise, finite differencing with very small

perturbations can yield erroneous results. Based on results of preliminary testing with different
perturbation sizes, a perturbation size of 0.05 was applied to the scaled design parameters, z, for
computing the Jacobian.
A series of separate parameter optimizations were run, each using a different set of initial
guesses for the design parameters, x0. The Levenberg-Marquardt method, like most other gradientbased optimization methods, can result in local minima of the objective function instead of the
desired global minimum. Starting the optimization from many different initial guesses, x0, can help
identify the global minimum. The initial guesses were randomly drawn from a uniform distribution
(using the ‗rand‘ function in Matlab) over specified intervals for each design parameter (Table 3-7).
These intervals were based on nominal values for the design parameters, which were in turn based
on the literature.121,137
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Table 3-7. Initial guesses, nominal values, scaling, and Jacobian perturbations for each design parameter.
initial guesses

nominal

intervals used

values of

to generate

x

initial guesses

global stiffness

50.0

25.0 -

factor for

N/mm

75.0 N/mm

design parameter

scaling and Jacobian
scaling
factor

nominal

(Eq. 3-

values of z

21)

Jacobian:

Jacobian:

perturb.

equivalent

of z

perturb. of x

x1,
25,000-1

2

0.05

1.25 N/mm

0.002-1

1

0.05

0.1 mm

0.002-1

1

0.05

0.1 mm

10,000-1

1.7

0.05

0.5 kPa

ligaments
x2,
rest displacement

2.0 mm

of ankle ligaments

-3.0 3.0 mm

x3,
rest displacement

2.0 mm

of arch-supporting

-3.0 3.0 mm

ligaments
x4,
modulus for
plantar soft tissue

17.0 kPa

10.0 25.0 kPa

A parameter optimization was halted based on tolerances on changes in x and f (‗TolX‘ and
‗TolFun‘ were both set to 1e-18 in Matlab). An optimization was also halted if the number of
Levenberg-Marquardt iterations exceeded ten.
3.7.7

Multi-processor implementation

Parameter optimization of the finite element model was implemented on a computational
cluster operated by the High Performance Computing Group at Penn State. Separate optimizations
were run in parallel, each using a different initial guess for the design parameters x. A total of ten
different initial guesses were executed.
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3.8 Simulation of surgeries for flatfoot
Following parameter estimation, several different surgeries for AAFD were simulated with the
subject-specific model. Several types of medial column stabilization were simulated: (1) first
metatarsal-cuneiform arthrodesis; (2) naviculocuneiform arthrodesis; (3) talonavicular arthrodesis;
(4) medial column arthrodesis (combination of all three fusions above); and (5) subtalar
arthrodesis. These surgeries were modeled by altering the rigid body constraints defining the bone
segments. Joints were ‗fused‘ in the initial, unloaded foot configuration.
Additionally, a 5 mm medializing calcaneal osteotomy was simulated. The initial positions of
the nodes of the inferior-posterior aspect of the calcaneus were translated medially by 5 mm (Fig.
3-31). Then, the initial (undeformed) positions of the nodes of the soft tissue surrounding these
calcaneal nodes were translated medially by amounts varying between 0 and 5 mm with two aims:
(1) to accommodate the above shift in the calcaneus; and (2) to not cause severe distortion of any
elements of the soft tissue mesh, because unlike the calcaneal elements these were deformable
finite elements which behave inaccurately when severely distorted. Because a small gap existed
between the calcaneus and soft tissue prior to the osteotomy, and because Abaqus will adjust nodal
positions to correct for small overlaps between contacting bodies, the soft tissue nodes generally
did not need to be shifted the full 5 mm.

Fig. 3-31. Medializing calcaneal osteotomy was simulated by shifting nodes of part of the calcaneus, and
surrounding soft tissue (not shown).

Simulation of lateral column lengthening was left for future work and likely would involve
additional modeling complexities than described above.
A simulation of standing in neutral position was conducted with the subject-specific model
before and after the surgeries. Medial arch height and plantar pressures at the end of the simulation
were compared. Medial arch height was defined as the vertical distance between the floor and the
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most inferior point on the medial cuneiform. Plantar pressures were defined as the computed
contact pressures between the plantar soft tissue and floor.
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4. Results
4.1 Simulations of the different loading conditions
Examples of simulations of the five loading conditions are shown below (Table 4-1).
Table 4-1. Examples of simulations of the five loading conditions. Simulations like these were used in the
results that follow.

loading
condition

initial, unloaded configuration

loaded

neutral

inversion

eversion
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internal
tibial
rotation

external
tibial
rotation

4.2 Validation of shortened simulations
The shortened simulations using the CPU time-saving techniques (described in sec. 3.6)
resulted in objective function values f and component residuals r (differences between the
radiograph and model bounding rectangle edges) that were similar to those resulting from fulllength simulations (Table 4-2, Fig. 4-1). When design parameters resulting from optimization were
used in these simulations, the shortened simulations resulted in an f that was within 1% of that
computed from the full-length simulations.
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Table 4-2. Comparison of shortened and full-length simulation results. The objective function and residuals
were similar, especially using design parameters obtained from optimization (x from optimization with Initial
Guess 3—see below sec. 4.3).

f

f
x

mean of differences

full-length

shortened
simulations (m2)

simulations
2

(m )

in individual
residual
magnitudes
(mm)

maximum
difference in
individual
residual
magnitudes
(mm)

nominal

7.92 e-4

7.04 e-4

0.23

0.95

from
optimization

2.49 e-4

2.47 e-4

0.08

0.57

loading condition:

neutral

inversion

eversion

int. rotation

ext. rotation

Fig. 4-1. Comparison of shortened and full-length simulations that used x obtained from optimization.
These are the individual residuals corresponding to the aggregate values given in the bottom row of the above
Table 4-2.
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4.3 Parameter optimization results
The parameter optimization technique provided estimates of the design parameters x that
resulted in improved agreement between the model and measurements from radiographs. The
objective function f was reduced to a low of 2.49e-4 m2, with an average residual magnitude of 1.4
mm. Conversely the nominal estimate for model parameters resulted in an f of 7.04e-4 m2, with an
average residual magnitude of 2.6 mm (using results from the longer simulations). Of the ten
initial guesses inputted into the optimization algorithm, eight completed successfully, one resulted
in a simulation instability error, and one had a license accessing error during the optimization
process. Seven of these eight terminated after between 4 and 10 Levenberg-Marquardt iterations
because the tolerance condition was met, and one terminated because the ten-iteration limit was
exceeded. CPU times for these parallel optimizations ran between about 30 and 70 hrs each (on a
computing node with, e.g., Dual 2.4 GHz AMD Opteron Processors: about 10 min per finite
element simulation, five simulated loading conditions per objective function evaluation, and about
10 function evaluations per optimization iteration. There were approximately 1600 nodes and 6400
elements forming the deformable soft tissue mesh, and approximately 9000 nodes and 18,000
elements defining the rigid bone surfaces). Note that CPU times would have been substantially
increased (weeks, not days) if using the full-length simulations.
Of the eight optimization runs, two (from Initial Guesses 6 and 7) resulted in clear local (not
global) minima with relatively high objective function values (Fig. 4-2). The remaining six
optimizations resulted in objective functions between 2.49e-4 and 2.56e-4 m2. The corresponding
design variables for these six optimizations converged to within the following range magnitudes: x1
(global ligament stiffness): 6.4 N/mm, x2 (ankle ligament slack lengths): 1.5 mm, x3 (plantar
ligament slack lengths): 0.6 mm, x4 (plantar soft tissue modulus): 5.5 kPa. The optimization
typically altered its damping parameter (Eq. C-11) between 1e-6 and 1e-3 during its progression.
The objective function and individual residuals generally were lowered substantially in the first
couple iterations. In the remaining iterations, smaller decreases and increases were made to the
individual residuals as the aggregate sum of squares f was lowered by small amounts (Fig. 4-3).
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Fig. 4-2. Progress plots of optimizations for all initial guesses. The top four plots show the design
parameters, x, and the bottom left plot shows the value of f (sum of squares objective function) across the
iterations of the optimization. Initial Guesses 6 and 7 resulted in local minima with high objective functions
and outlier estimates for the design parameters. Initial Guesses 3 and 4 converged to the lowest objective
functions and design parameter sets that were very similar to each other except for x4.
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Initial Guess 1

Initial Guess 3

Fig. 4-3. Individual residuals from all optimization iterations of Initial Guesses 1 (top) and 3 (bottom). Only
the first 40 residuals are shown for clarity. Initial rapid decreases in residuals were followed by small tradeoffs as the aggregate f was gradually lowered.

Initial Guesses 3 and 4 converged to the lowest two objective function values, 2.49e-4 and
2.50e-4 m2 respectively, and they converged to very similar values for the design parameters except
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for x4. Their design variables differed by the following amounts: x1: 0.3 N/mm, x2: 0.3 mm, x3: 0.1
mm, and x4: 3.7 kPa. The design parameters x resulting from the Initial Guess 3 optimization gave
the best agreement between the model of our subject and the radiographic measures made of the
same subject (Fig. 4-4). For this final model, the average residual magnitude was 1.4 mm. The
largest residuals were seen in the inversion condition (Fig. 4-1 and Fig. 4-4), with a maximum of
about 6 mm occurring at the posterior calcaneus bounding edge.

neutral
initial guess

after optimization

Fig. 4-4. (Other loading conditions continued on next pages) Improvement in agreement between model
and radiographs due to the parameter estimation technique. Solid bounding rectangle edges were placed
according to the bone edges seen in the radiographs, and dashed bounding edges correspond to the bone
edges projected from the model after a simulation. Simulation results are from Iteration 1 (top) and final
Iteration 8 (bottom) using Initial Guess 3. The differences between solid and dashed edges are the residuals
shown in Fig. 4-3.
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initial guess

inversion

after optimization

initial guess

eversion

after optimization
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initial guess

internal rotation

after optimization

initial guess

external rotation

after optimization
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4.4 Surgical simulations
The simulated surgeries had varying effects on the medial arch height and plantar pressures
(Fig. 4-5). Arch height before surgeries was 23 mm. Arch height was increased by less than 1 mm
by the individual first metatarsal-cuneiform and naviculocuneiform arthrodeses. Plantar pressure
distributions were not markedly changed either. Conversely, the talonavicular, medial column, and
subtalar arthrodeses each increased arch height by more than 3 mm and shifted plantar pressures
more onto the lateral midfoot. Medializing calcaneal osteotomy also shifted plantar pressures
laterally and slightly increased arch height. Contact pressures at some joints also changed as a
result of surgery. For example, ankle contact pressures increased following subtalar arthrodesis
(Fig. 4-6).
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subject-specific model

lateral

medial

before surgery
23 mm arch height

after simulated surgeries

talonavicular
arthrodesis;
26 mm
arch height

medial column
arthrodesis;
27 mm
arch height

subtalar
arthrodesis;
27 mm
arch height

medializing calcaneal
osteotomy (5 mm);
24 mm
arch height

Fig. 4-5. Effects of several simulated surgeries on plantar pressures and arch height in the subject-specific model
(following parameter optimization). Plantar pressures were shifted more onto the lateral midfoot and arch height was
increased. First metatarsal-cuneiform and the naviculocuneiform arthrodeses produced only small changes in these
parameters. The toes were not included in the model.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4-6. Effects of simulated subtalar arthrodesis on ankle joint contact pressures. These are views looking
downward at the talus (a) before and (b) after the arthrodesis. Peak pressures (red) are larger after the
arthrodesis.

4.5 Comparison of model and experimental plantar pressures
Plantar pressure distributions measured experimentally from our subject compared favorably
in several respects to model-predicted plantar pressures (Fig. 4-7).

(Plantar pressures were

measured experimentally using an Emed platform (Novel gmbh, Munich, Germany), from the bare
right foot with the subject standing normally.) The measured pressure distributions were found to
change during the 3 sec trials. For one trial, three representative data frames were selected that had
total force and peak pressure approximately equaling their averages for that trial, and these
pressures were compared to the pressures predicted in the presurgical model (Fig. 4-7). One of the
representative frames (a) showed pressure patterns visually similar to those predicted by the model,
as well as generally good agreement in magnitudes. The other two representative data frames
(which occurred later in the experimental trial) showed a more lateral loading of the foot and
poorer agreement with the model.
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30 – 60 kPa

60 – 100 kPa
100 – 150 kPa
150 – 220 kPa

(a)

(b)

(c)

experiment

(Pa)

(d)
model
Fig. 4-7. Plantar pressures of the right foot of our subject measured experimentally at three different data
frames (a-c), and predicted in the model (d). (The model image has been flipped to agree with the display of
the experimental images, and recall that toes were not included in the model.) Data frame (a) showed
pressure patterns visually similar to those predicted by the model, and there was generally good agreement in
magnitudes as well. The other two data frames (b and c) show a more lateral loading of the foot.
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5. Discussion

5.1 Key results
A novel method was developed for creating subject-specific computational models of the foot
for assessment of foot mechanics before and after orthopaedic surgeries for adult acquired flatfoot
deformity. Similar methods could be used for addressing other orthopaedic disorders of the foot.
The finite element model included three-dimensional bone shapes obtained by MR imaging of the
subject, implicitly-modeled cartilage, ligaments, deformable soft tissues on the plantar aspect of the
foot, contact between the foot and a floor, an Achilles muscle force, and several loadings applied to
the tibia. Traditionally the soft tissue properties of musculoskeletal models are estimated from
literature; in the present research, a numerical optimization method was used to estimate these
properties in a subject-specific manner. The overall modeling process was demonstrated for a
subject having asymptomatic flatfoot.
The numerical optimization procedure successfully reduced the differences between bone
positions from radiographs of the subject, and bone positions from ‗virtual radiographs‘ of the
subject‘s finite element model (Fig. 4-2). These differences (residuals forming the objective
function f) between bone bounding edges were reduced to an average magnitude of 1.4 mm per
edge, whereas a nominal estimate of model parameters gave average errors of 2.6 mm. The
radiographs and virtual radiographs of the model were both taken for five different foot poses
(inversion, internal tibial rotation, etc.) in an attempt to improve the accuracy of the fit model
parameters (Fig. 4-4). Following creation of the model, several common surgeries for AAFD were
simulated as a demonstration of how a subject-specific model could be used to predict surgical
outcomes (Fig. 4-5, Fig. 4-6).
The methodology described in this thesis has the potential to produce more realistic
biomechanical foot models than those previously described5,6,96,138, primarily because of the novel
technique for assigning soft tissue properties. These properties, which are largely unknown for an
individual, were optimized based on matching the model to in vivo-measured positions of the
subject‘s foot bones. The methodology also involves finite element modeling of contact between
the bones and deformation of plantar soft tissues, aspects not included in some previous
models.96,138

CPU-time considerations associated with the optimization led to simplified
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representations of certain tissues. More complex models of cartilage115, ligaments96, the plantar
fascia139, plantar soft tissue107, and muscles have been described elsewhere and could be readily
incorporated into the present modeling framework.
The search for the optimal set of model parameters involved running multiple optimizations in
parallel, each using a different initial guess for the parameters. The finite element model was
developed such that analyses could be performed quickly and without instability problems for a
wide range of soft tissue parameters used during the optimizations. For the single model created in
the present research, two guesses resulted in clear local minima. The remaining optimizations
converged to fairly similar sets of design parameters which suggested that values near the global
optimum had been identified. The two lowest objective functions (red and orange in Fig. 4-2) had
three of four nearly identical design parameters. Good convergence of initial guesses was also
achieved in a previous model of the knee which involved adjusting ligament rest lengths 124,
supporting the applicability of this overall strategy.
The objective function appeared less sensitive to changes in the soft tissue modulus, x4, than to
changes in the other parameters. This may be addressed in future work by weighting of the
residuals between the floor and calcaneus (Fig. 4-4), additional scaling of the design parameters, or
even omitting this parameter if important results of the model are insensitive to it in the context of
uncertainty in its estimated value.
An alternative optimization technique, Particle Swarm Optimization140, was utilized in
preliminary development of a hindfoot model (see Appendix B). This algorithm is stochastic and
not gradient-based. Levenberg-Marquardt was ultimately chosen because of its quick convergence
to an area near the minimum. However, it may be advantageous to use an alternative optimization
technique, perhaps after the first few Levenberg-Marquardt iterations.
Total computational time for an optimization was reduced to a manageable level through a
series of techniques that reduced time for a finite element simulation down to about one tenth its
original time.

These changes to damping, element sizes, inertial properties, simulated event

duration, and time integration scheme were verified to produce only small differences in the
resulting bone positions, differences which were less than 1% in the case of simulations using
optimal model parameters.
A series of surgeries for AAFD were simulated in the subject-specific model following the
parameter optimization.

Medializing calcaneal osteotomy and several forms of arthrodeses

resulted in increases in medial arch height and shifts of plantar pressures onto the lateral midfoot.
These effects are primarily goals of AAFD surgical correction24 and have been predicted by
previous simulations of other AAFD surgeries.86
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5.2 Implications
The modeling methodology developed in this research enables semi-automation of the
creation of subject-specific biomechanical foot models. The focus was to develop a modeling
framework, or ‗pipeline‘, that will enable future creation of multiple subject-specific models and
simulation of surgeries. Future work should include adding complexity to the model, including
refining the meshes, improving the soft tissue element formulation, and adding muscle forces.
Patient-specific computational models created using this framework have several important
potential uses. A collection of models could be used to test variations in surgeries and new ideas
for surgeries. The effects of surgery on mechanical variables such as bone postures, plantar
pressures, joint pressures, and soft tissue stresses and strains could be estimated. Simulation of
multiple surgeries on a collection of models representing mechanical and anatomical variation
associated with disorders such as AAFD would enable general conclusions to be drawn about each
surgery. One surgical combination might be identified that produces optimal results in the vast
majority of patients. Or, certain indicators (such as radiographic measures) might be identified that
could be measured for a particular patient and used to suggest optimal surgical procedure. The
development of such a treatment algorithm could be systematic using the present modeling
approach. This systematic development is not possible with in vivo studies because surgical
variations cannot be performed on a patient.
Furthermore, assuming these models were created for patients prior to surgery, each model
could be directly validated by comparing results of simulated surgery to results of the actual
surgery performed on the real patient. For example, predicted and actual plantar pressures could be
compared. Successful in vivo validation could lead to high confidence in the use of this tool. An
additional, longer term application of this modeling methodology is in the creation of patientspecific models for preoperative planning on an individual basis.
This modeling methodology is advantageous over cadaver studies in several respects.
Although cadaver models have a high degree of realism for general studies, cadaver specimens
from donors with AAFD are generally unavailable and these models are instead artificially created
by cutting ligaments and cyclically loading the specimens. Such models are suspect because feet
of AAFD persons usually have attenuated but functioning ligaments32, and they may have
differences with normal feet in characteristics such as bone morphology141. A series of subjectspecific computer models created from actual AAFD patients using the present framework might
be more realistic, and better represent variation in AAFD, than a series of flatfooted cadaver
models.

Additionally, testing multiple different surgeries on a series of cadaver models is

expensive and can be difficult (or impossible) because of compromised tissue quality resulting
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from certain surgeries. Different surgical variations might be simulated on the same series of
computer models over a time span of years without much additional effort.

Finally, the

‗measurement‘ of virtually any mechanical variable, including kinematics, joint pressures, ligament
strains, and internal stresses, is nearly trivial in a computer model and errors are due to the
modeling assumptions only. In a cadaver model measurements can be more challenging and some
variables cannot be measured. Errors in sensors also exist for cadaver models.
Bone postures, plantar pressures, and joint pressures may be of particular interest in simulating
AAFD surgeries. Achieving normal bone postures is a primary goal of AAFD surgery, and
radiographic measurements of such postures before and after surgery are often reported in clinical
outcome studies. Calcaneofibular impingement is considered a primary cause of lateral pain in
AAFD. Plantar pressures can also be predicted. Medialized plantar pressures are typical in AAFD
patients, and lateral overload of plantar pressures is considered a significant problem associated
with over-corrective surgery.

Joint pressures can also be predicted.

Abnormally high joint

pressures following surgeries such as arthrodesis and Evans lateral column lengthening may lead to
secondary arthritis at nearby joints. Other variables including ligament strains are also likely of
interest.
A previously published computational model of the foot was used to study AAFD surgeries.138
This model was of phenomenological type in which the joints were represented as fixed hinges,
enabling an elegant mathematical analysis to be developed. The joints were placed based on
landmarks measured in a cadaver specimen. As in the model of the present work, the authors were
able to simulate different surgeries and predict resulting mechanical variables.

However, in

addition to the substantial simplifications associated with such a phenomenological model,
variation among subjects would be difficult to model. Variation in mechanical behavior is likely
due in part to variation in morphological properties such as the shapes of articulating surfaces 73,96
which their model did not consider.

5.3 Limitations
Certain limitations are associated with the present methods. Many of these could be addressed
in future work with increased complexity of the modeling.
A primary limitation is that the Achilles muscle force was included but no other muscle forces
were. This choice was made with the rationale that during quiet standing some studies have
measured only small activities at other muscles.13,19 However, muscles might be active in some
individuals, passive tendon tensions might exist, and muscles very likely played a larger role
during the different loading conditions of inversion, eversion, and internal and external rotation.
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During these foot poses, muscle forces are likely employed to keep the foot plantigrade while
maintaining balance.
Only a limited number of design parameters were adjusted by the optimization, mainly
because of CPU time considerations. In many optimization algorithms, including LevenbergMarquardt, the CPU time is proportional to the number of design parameters.

The present

optimizations each took up to about 70 hrs on processors at the campus‘s computer cluster, and
obtaining processor availability was at times an issue because of this high requested CPU time.
Furthermore, using a limited number of design parameters simplified the methods development and
interpretation of results.
Another major limitation is that the presence of pain cannot be directly predicted in a
computer model. Reducing pain is the primary goal of these orthopaedic surgeries. Although in
vivo clinical outcome studies report quantities like radiographic measures and plantar pressures as
an indicator of surgical success, they also report the patient‘s subjective satisfaction with regards to
pain and functionality in daily activities. In patients with calcaneofibular impingement associated
with AAFD, pain may have a clear cause. However, other causes of AAFD pain may be more
difficult to predict. Instead, the computer model of the present research allows prediction of bone
postures, plantar pressures, joint pressures, ligament strains, etc. which are indirect indications of
likelihood of pain and functionality.
Only two-dimensional lateral views of the bones were used to match model and radiograph,
and the bounding rectangle scheme matched a limited number of coordinates of bone edges. In an
extended, more objective, parameter estimation scheme, three-dimensional, six degree of freedom
kinematics of each bone (derived from MRI or CT) would be matched between model and
experiment for different loading conditions. Additionally, the choices of which edges to exactly
align between model and radiograph for registration of coordinate systems (e.g. the inferior
calcaneal edge in the lateral radiograph) were somewhat arbitrary, and results might be sensitive to
the choices.
Segmentation and reconstruction using the MR images was a time-consuming and sometimes
subjective process because of the lack of image contrast between bone and soft tissue in some
areas. Segmentation of CT images in preliminary work was quicker and probably more accurate
than MR, but MR imaging was used to obtain three-dimensional geometries for two reasons: (1)
MRI does not expose the patient to ionizing radiation, whereas CT scanning does; and (2) for
future modeling efforts soft tissue geometries would be available: ligament and tendon attachment
sites and paths, and different components of the plantar soft tissues.
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In the bones, cartilage, and plantar soft tissues, rate-dependent constitutive behavior was not
directly included (although there was small global damping), whereas biological tissues are known
to have such behavior. Quasistatic behavior of the foot was of interest.
The bones were modeled as rigid, and several pairs of bones were combined into single
segments. Stresses within the bones were not a concern of the present research, but if they had
been, changing to a deformable finite element formulation would be feasible at the expense of
computational time. It is possible that deformation of certain bones, e.g. the long metatarsals,
affects other mechanical results (but probably only by small amounts). Future work could explore
this through a deformable finite element formulation. Several pairs of bones were combined into
rigid segments based on the literature and consultation with foot surgeons. The toes were omitted
in the model.

These simplifications enabled reductions in CPU time and in the number of

ligaments. It is possible though that these simplifications restricted the natural motions and load
transfer.
The cartilage was modeled implicitly by a penalty contact formulation with properties
formulated in an ad hoc manner. Each entire bone was slightly artificially enlarged to fill the
spaces between them at the joints. Future work might instead incorporate modeling of the cartilage
tissues with finite elements.115
Ligaments were each modeled with a single tensile spring having linear force-displacement
relationship when stretched beyond its rest length, whereas ligament is known to exhibit nonlinear
elastic behavior in the toe region. Attachments were restricted to single existing bone nodes,
whereas in reality ligament is attached to an area, not a point. Recruitment of different fibers of a
ligament during different motions is likely. The substantial simplifications used in the present
research were made due to CPU time and optimization formulation considerations, and with the
view of the ligaments from a functional, phenomenological perspective as factors affecting bone
motion. After optimization the bones moved in a realistic way (according to the radiographs), and
so by extension the ligament models were reasonably functionally accurate. The strain and force
variables within each ligament have questionable accuracy, however, using this simplistic model.
Potential future work in this area is discussed below.
The plantar soft tissue was modeled as a single, homogeneous volume of hyperelastic material
connected in various regions to the bones. Similar representations have been made in other finite
element models of the foot5,6. In reality the plantar soft tissues include many different tissues
including fat, muscle, tendon, fascia, and skin with different functions. In future work, the MR
images would provide information on these geometries if they were to be separated. The tissues
which bear direct load between the bones and floor have been shown to exhibit variation between
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sites in mechanical properties.142 Furthermore, the linear tetrahedral finite elements used for the
soft tissue can have inherent accuracy concerns. More complex elements were not used because of
CPU time, but this is recognized as an area for future improvement.
Standing was the only activity simulated, whereas the mechanics of the foot during walking,
before and after AAFD surgeries, would be of great interest as well. Walking is more challenging
to simulate because of the time-varying nature of forces and input motions, but the explicit
dynamics finite element formulation used in this research would be well suited to simulate the
more substantial motions of walking. A limited number of quasistatic phases of walking might
also be of interest.
Independent experimental validation of the model was limited in the present research to the
comparisons in plantar pressures. However, the parameter estimation technique was developed to
adjust the model in order to best fit experimental measurements of bone positions. One or two
loading conditions or individual bone positions (such as arch height in neutral position) could have
been omitted from the optimization process and used for validation, but it was desired to use as
much data as possible in the initial development of the modeling methodology. Future work could
include additional measurements for independent validation.
There was no formal sensitivity analyses performed. Sensitivity of material properties was
examined during model development, but developing the modeling framework was the focus.
Analysis of the effects of mesh densities is also needed. Future work in this area is discussed
below.
Several techniques such as fixed time incrementation were used to substantially speed up
computational time of a single simulation. The effects of these changes on the results have been
examined for several design parameter sets. In the absence of time concerns, it would have been
preferred to not make these changes, especially changes in the time incrementation scheme. The
automated variable scheme instead uses an increment based on the stability limit of the central
difference integrator.

5.4 Future work
Several opportunities for improving on the methods described here have been identified.


The primary future work involves the creation of a series of subject-specific models using
this modeling framework, and simulating additional surgeries for AAFD, especially lateral
column lengthening. As previously described, an excellent validation would be to compare
postsurgical results of an in vivo patient to simulated surgical results performed on a model
of the same patient.
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Additional muscle forces should be added. The magnitudes of these forces could be
included as optimization design parameters, although additional parameters would likely
need to be included for each loading condition. Tendons could be represented by trusses,
in which case wrapping can be handled by the current contact detections.

Tendon

insertions could be represented with multiple line elements instead of just one, or with
more sophisticated finite elements.


The optimization design parameter scheme should be further developed. A sensitivity
analysis of the various parameters of the model, and consideration of the uncertainty
associated with assigning values to these parameters, should guide the choices of design
parameters.

A larger number of design parameters than used in this research might

improve results. Testing of the optimization scheme might be undertaken in which a
model with known parameters is used to generated fake ‗observed‘ bone position data, and
then the model parameters are treated as unknowns and the optimization scheme is used to
attempt to recover the parameters. (This type of testing was used in development of the
preliminary hindfoot model—see Appendix B.)


The soft tissue finite elements should be upgraded from linear tetrahedra, elements which
have potential accuracy problems.

Hexahedral elements or higher-order tetrahedral

elements are alternatives.


A finite element mesh convergence study should be performed to show the sensitivity of
results to mesh coarseness.



The use of implicit finite element time integration (instead of explicit) could be
investigated. During optimization a static formulation might provide fast, reliable results if
started near equilibrium, and dynamic oscillations would not be an issue.



Because optimization residuals were on the order of several millimeters or less, it may be
important to assess the accuracy in the bone bounding rectangle edge coordinates, both
from radiographs and from model (which itself is derived from the MRI images).



The sensitivity of results to modeling choices should be investigated in more detail,
including: the combination of several pairs of bones into single segments; absence of toes,
especially the hallux; and use of a large fixed time increment instead of the automated
variable increment.



More experimental bone position data is desirable for the optimization process. Ability to
use AP, in addition to lateral, radiographs without scaling problems would be important.
Alternatively, it may be an improvement to obtain three-dimensional, six degree of
freedom data on the motion of each bone using MRI or CT, along with a technique for
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applying known loads to the foot within the scanner. Or, it may be feasible to match the
two-dimensional curved outlines of the bone edges143 (instead of using bounding
rectangles), although many of these edges are obscured in radiographs.


The modeling of cartilage tissues with finite elements115 might be an improvement; the
geometries could be obtained from the MR images.



The ligament models could be improved by including nonlinear behavior, obtaining
attachment locations from the MR images96 and not restricting these attachments to only
bone node locations, placing multiple line elements per ligament96, using a truss,
membrane, or other finite element representation that enables wrapping around bone 117,
and/or including additional ligaments.



The soft tissue model might be improved by segmenting and assigning different properties
to the different types of tissues, especially muscle and fat.107



System energy parameters during the dynamic simulations could be formally examined,
although in the present research kinetic energy (computed by the software) was verified to
decrease to very low levels at the end of final simulations.



The potential use of alternative optimization algorithms or hybrid algorithms could be
explored. It may be advantageous to switch to a stochastic algorithm or even grid search
after several Levenberg-Marquardt iterations.

Alternative strategies for controlling 

might be explored. Instead of minimizing the sum of squares error, alternatives such as
minimizing the sum of absolute residuals or minimizing the maximum residual could be
investigated.


Cadaver testing could be used to add validation to the modeling. A subject-specific model
could be created from imaging a cadaver foot.

Following parameter optimization, a

surgery could be simulated in the model and the same one could be performed on the
cadaver.

Variables such as plantar pressures and joint pressures could be compared

between model and cadaver, before and after surgery.
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A: Summary of representative finite element models of the foot



B: Preliminary models



C: Least-squares algorithms
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Appendix A: Summary of representative finite element models of the foot (continued on next page)
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Appendix B: Preliminary models
Preliminary modeling efforts included models of the entire foot--including the toes and dorsal soft tissues--of
our subject (Fig. 3-13), as well as using data from NIH‘s Visible Human Project. Additionally, a hindfoot
model was created (shown below) from generic bone geometries of the VAKHUM dataset. Optimizations
using Levenberg-Marquardt and Particle Swarm algorithms were developed and tested using this model. Six
ligaments were included, and a simulation was first run with known inputted ligament rest lengths.
Subsequently, the same model was used but rest lengths were not inputted, and the optimization was used to
estimate the rest lengths of the first simulation. Instead of matching radiograph positions, all six degrees of
freedom of motion of each bone were matched.

hindfoot model
(six ligaments not shown)

 l0, antTalFib 


l0, posTalFib 
 l0, antTibTal 
x

l0, posTibTal 
 l

 0,TibCal 
 l0,CalFib 
design parameters

m

m



f (x k )   rj2   rj  rj ' (x k )
j 1



2

j 1

objective function

 f
f

f
f ( x*)  
f
f

f

x1   600 
x2   250 
 

x3   290 


x4   30 
x5  7370 
 

x6   760 

sensitivity at optimum

Levenberg-Marquardt type optimization accurately
estimated correct ligament parameters from computergenerated hindfoot motions

Particle Swarm optimization
of hindfoot model
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Appendix C: Least-squares optimization algorithms for parameter estimation
Parameter estimation of unknown parameters (x) is often formulated as a nonlinear leastsquares problem. The squared differences (residuals rj) between model and observed data are
summed to give the objective function f:

f ( x) 

1 m 2
 r j ( x)
2 j 1

(C-1)

When f is minimized, the corresponding x are said to be the optimal best estimates of the unknown
parameters of the model.
The objective function f can be attempted to be minimized using many different algorithms.
Several algorithms have been developed specifically for these least squares problems; these
algorithms exploit the structure of Eq. (C-1) in order to gain certain efficiencies.144
The most widely used least squares algorithms are directly related to the classic steepest
descent and Newton methods for general unconstrained optimization problems. In these problems
we seek to minimize some general nonlinear function f(x). In line search type algorithms, at each
iteration k, x is updated as follows:

x k 1  x k   k p k

(C-2)

where pk is the search direction and k is the step length. The algorithm first computes a direction
pk, then it determines k by searching along this direction. The efficiency and accuracy of the
optimization algorithm depends on how pk is computed. In the steepest descent method, the
gradient vector f is used:

p kSD  f k

(C-3)

This direction produces the most rapid decrease in f at the current point. Steepest descent is
quite robust in obtaining a minimum, but it can be very slow especially when nearing the solution.
Conversely the Newton method is derived from the second-order Taylor series approximation to

f (x k  p) :144
1
f (x k  p)  f k  p T f k  p T  2 f k p
2

(C-4)

where  2 f k is the Hessian matrix (second-order partial derivatives). The right-hand-side of this
equation is essentially a quadratic model of the function f at the point xk. The minimum of this
model can be found by setting its derivative equal to zero, giving the Newton search direction:

 2 f k p kN  f

(C-5)
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p kN    2 f k
The Hessian is expensive to compute.



1

f k

Quasi-Newton search directions instead use an

approximation to the Hessian which is computed at each step based on changes in the gradient.
Both Newton and Quasi-Newton methods can provide a fast rate of convergence, especially near
the minimum. However, they are not as robust as steepest descent when starting away from the
minimum.
Least-squares optimization algorithms are specifically formulated for the objective function in
the form of Eq. (C-1). A vector of the residuals can be formulated as:

r(x)  r1 (x), r2 (x), ..., rm (x)

T

(C-6)

where each residual rj is some difference (weighted or unweighted) between model and observed
data. The Jacobian matrix for these residuals is:

 r j 
J ( x)   
,...,m
 xi  ij11,,22,...,
n

(C-7)

The gradient and Hessian of f can be formulated in terms of the Jacobian:

f (x)  J(x) T r(x)

(C-8)

m

 2 f ( x)  J ( x ) T J ( x )   r j ( x )  2 r j ( x)
j 1

The second term of the right-side of the Hessian equation is often small relative to the first term.
This can occur when the residuals are small, which is the case when the model can adequately
reproduce the observed data.144 Furthermore, the Jacobian which appears in the first term is
relatively inexpensive to compute compared to computing the actual Hessian  2 f . Therefore
least-squares algorithms often use the approximation:

 2 f (x)  J(x) T J(x)

(C-9)

For nonlinear least squares problems, the fundamental algorithm is Gauss-Newton which is
directly related to the Newton method. Using the Newton equation (Eq. C-5), the equation for the
least-squares gradient, and the approximation for the Hessian (Eq. C-8), the following is obtained:

J Tk J k p GN
 J Tk rk
k

(C-10)

which gives the search direction p GN
k .
The Gauss-Newton method is especially fast when residuals are small near the solution.
However, when the Jacobian is nearly rank deficient, a unique solution for p GN
becomes illk
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defined. Like the Newton method, Gauss-Newton can exhibit erratic behavior and increases in f
when starting too far away from the solution.144
The Levenberg-Marquardt method135,145,146 involves adding nonnegative ‗damping‘ terms  to
the diagonal of the left-side of the Gauss-Newton equation (Eq. C-10):

J

T
k



J k  k I p kLM  J Tk rk

(C-11)

where I is the identity matrix. Adding the damping terms resolves the instability problem of
Gauss-Newton when the Jacobian is nearly rank deficient. In fact when k is large the search
direction p kLM approaches the steepest descent direction, guaranteeing stable (although sometimes
small) decreases in f even when far from the solution. Conversely when k equals zero, p kLM is
equivalent to the Gauss-Newton direction which is ideal for fast convergence close to the solution.
The Levenberg-Marquardt method compromises between the steepest descent and Gauss-Newton
directions, altering k at each iteration in order to attempt to take advantage of the strengths of both
algorithms. In practice there are various strategies for controlling k.
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